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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

I'OO: The Study. A survey of the available lin
guistic literature indicates that descriptive investigations 
of Modern Greek— a language spoken in several dialects by 
some nine million people in the southeastern part of Europe 
and by several million more in different corners of the 
earth— are few indeed. The fact that in not one of these 
investigations is there a complete description of the pho
nology of this language is a strong indication of the lack 
of adequate descriptive studies of Modern Greek. In short, 
it can bî safely stated that to date no description of 
Modern Greek, using modern linguistic techniques, has been 
made. Since, however, a complete description of this lan
guage would constitute too broad and ambitious an under
taking, the analysis, using modern linguistic techniques, 
of only one aspect of the grammar of Modern Greek, namely, 
the morphology of the verb, has been undertaken as the con
cern of this dissertation. In addition, this study includes 
an outline of the phonology of the language, since a mor
phological description presupposes a phonemic analysis.

I'lO: Relevant Scholarship, in addition to a con
siderable number of prescriptive grammars, as for example.



Louis Roussel, Grammaire descriptive du littér
aire (Paris: Garnier, 1930) [the title here is misleading]
and Manolis A. Triandaphyllid is, Neoelliniki Grammatiki 
(Athens: Organismes Ekdoseos Sxolikon Vivlion, I94I)» there
exist only three books and one dissertation on Modern Greek 
that are relevant to the main concern of the present study: 
Henry and Ren^e Kahane and Ralph L. Ward, Spoken Greek, two 
volumes, (New York: Henry Holt and Company [Spoken Language
Series], 1945*6); Hansjakob Seiler, L'Aspect et le Temps 
dans le Verbe Neo-Grec (Paris: Société'd'Edition *Les
Belles Lettres,* 1952); Julian T. Pring, A Grammar of Modern 
Greek (London: University of London Press, 1955); and James
Maoris, **An Analysis of English Loanwords in New York City 
Greek,” unpublished doctoral thesis, Columbia University,
1955.

The first book is primarily concerned with teaching 
students Modern Greek by the so-called "Army method.” It 
does not contain an explicit statement of the phonology;^ 
nor is there enough evidence of what might be called a sys
tematic structural approach to the language. It is a useful 
work, however, in that it is rich in material that can be 
us2d in an analysis of the grammar.

The same criticisms may be applied to Seiler’s book, 
the sources of which are literary texts, written folk tale 
texts, and folk songs, with no material drawn directly from

^The claim, for example, that "Our transcription is 
phonemic rather than phonetic.” (Vol. 1, Author’s Preface) 
turns out to be Inadequate since the Kahanes’s transcrip
tion is found to be morphophonemic•



the spoken language. However, this works attempts to define 
the characteristics of aspect and tense of the verbal system 
and thus has served as a valuable point of reference for 
the present study. One major difference between this study 
and Seiler’s work is that here aspect is considered an ob
ligatory marker in any verb form, while it is considered a 
non-obligatory marker in some verb forms by Seiler.

Pring’s work attempts to present, by the use of a 
phonetic transcription, a sketch of Modern Greek grammar. 
While Pring attempts no phonemic interpretation of the data 
and makes no claim to any syntactical analysis, his book has 
been quite useful in that it provides, in addition to some 
limited information on the verb, a basis of comparison for 
the phonetic material gathered for this analysis.

Macris’s dissertation is primarily concerned with 
the investigation of loanwords in Greek spoken in New York 
City. His chapter on the phonology of Modern Greek is the 
closest explicit description encountered on this topic, but 
suffers on two points* (1) synchronic, diachronic, and 
morphophonemic statements are often confused and (2) the 
reader is constantly expected to accept phonemic interpre
tations without being given evidence for these interpreta
tions.

In addition to the above material, there are a num
ber of articles written on Modern Greek, most of which are 
not directly relevant to this study since the authors con
cern themselves either with a syntactical aspect of the lan
guage (such as Henry and Renee Kahane, "Syntactical Juncture



in Modern Greek," Language XXI, No. 2 [1945]» 93*95) o r with 
the historical development of an aspect of the language, 
without carrying it into Modern Greek to any appreciable ex
tent (for example, Ralph L. Ward, "The Loss of Final Con
sonants in Greek," Language XXII, No. 2 [I9 4 6 ], 102-108).
The few remaining articles are discussed in the following 
chapters as a relevant point occurs. For a complete list of 
the books and articles consulted during this study see the 
bibliography.

1.30: Material. While the scholarly works cited
in the preceding section have been used to some extent as 
reference material, the material upon which this study is 
directly based is the spoken language. The phonemic sketch 
is based on only one of the various dialects of Modern Greek, 
namely, that dialect spoken by two informants who were born,
raised, and educated in Athens, Greece, and who have not

2been away from Greece longer than twenty months. The term 
Modern Greek, therefore, will refer to this particular dia
lect throughout the discussion on phonology. The morphemic 
analysis--the primary concern of the present study--is based 
upon material elicited from the same two informants used to 
describe the phonology and upon the speech of the author, 
who is a native speaker of Alexandrian Greek (a dialect 
spoken by Greeks living in Alexandria, Egypt) and whose

2The informants are 22 and 27 years old and had 
never traveled outside Greece prior to their arrival to 
the United States. The younger informant is a graduate of 
Salvanos Gymnasium, while the older one is a graduate of 
the Ogdoon Gymnasium (Salvanos and Ogdoon are private high 
schools in Athens). Neither informant has attended an 
Athenian college or university.



speech differs from Athenian Greek primarily in phonology.3 
The term Modern Greek, therefore, is extended to cover the 
speech of this third informant throughout the description 
of the morphology of the verb.

1.40J Organization of the Study. The present study 
is presented in four chapters. The phonemic sketch of Modern 
Greek is given in Chapter 2, and consists of a discussion 
of the segmental phonemes and the stress phoneme, as well as 
the justifications for the interpretations given. Chapter 3 
is a statement and discussion of the normalizations made in 
order to simplify the statements of allomorphic distribution. 
These normalizations concern the velars which must always be 
followed by /j/ before / i/ and /c/̂  and a number of morpho
phonemic alternations occurring (1) independent of boundary, 
(2) at word boundaries, and (3) at morpheme boundaries.

Chapter 4 is a general introduction to the descrip
tion of the verb morphology. The basic assumptions and 
methodology underlying the analysis are given, as well as a 
morphological definition of the verb and its constituents.
In addition, the basis upon which the verbs have been divided 
into classes is discussed and exemplified by a set of appro
priate paradigms.

The description of the various stem and suffix al
ternations that occur in the Greek verb construction and

^ h e  author, 30 years of age, left Alexandria I3 
years ago and has resided in Michigan ever since; however, 
since leaving Egypt, he has traveled in Europe and ex
tensively in the United States.
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the conditions under which they occur are fully discussed 
in Chapter 5. These alternations are divided into phono- 
logically conditioned and morphologically conditioned al
ternations, and are discussed in that order* A discussion 
of stress in verbal forms is included in this chapter.

Finally, a summary of the conclusions reached dur
ing this investigation is given in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 2 

PHONOLOGY

2.00* Introduction. While there are both seg
mental and suprasegmental phonemes in Modern Greek, this 
discussion will be limited to the segmental phonemes and 
stress phoneme only, since these alone are relevant to 
the primary concern of this dissertation.

Modern Greek has five vowel phonemes, nineteen 
consonant phonemes and one stress phoneme. These will 
now be described in that order.

2.10* Vowels. /i,u,£,o,a/. /!/ and /u/ are 
high, while /e/ and /o/ are mid vowels.' The members of 
these two pairs are characterized by a difference in both 
tongue position and labialization* the front vowels /i,e/ 
have the lips neutral; and the back vowels /u,o/ have the 
lips rounded.^ /a/ is a low central vowel. In the speech



of one of the informants the vowel /u/ has an allophone [w] 
varying freely with [u] before a stressed /i/* the sequence 
/ul/ occurs only in the two forms /ulski/ 'whiskey’ and 
/sanduits/ 'sandwich'. Since the conditions in which [w] 
occurs can be phonemically specified, there is no need to 
posit a new phoneme /w/.3

Vowels in initial and medial position are slightly 
lengthened when stressed and are slightly nasalized when 
followed by a nasal. In unstressed position all vowels are 
qualitatively centered. Furthermore, when the high vowels 
/i/ and /u/ occur unstressed in voiceless surroundings (e.g., 
when preceded by a voiceless consonant and followed by a 
voiceless consonant or are in utterance final position), 
they may have voiceless allophones, [I] and [U], in free 
variation with their voiced counterparts; thus, 'no'
when followed by voiceless consonants or when in utterance 
final position varies freely: [ox*1] [ix*i] /oxji/; also
(ù Tcsj 'your fingernail is cut' varies freely:

[London: University of London Press, 1955]; Donald C.
Swanson, "English Loanwords in Modern Greek," Word XIV 
No. 1 [1 9 5^] 2 6-4 6 ; Henry and Renee Kahane and Ralph L. 
Ward, Spoken Greek. 2 vole, [New York: Henry Holt and Com
pany (Spoken Language Series), 1945-6]: and James Maoris 
[in his thesis]) are here rejected because of the existence

and 
aunt';

%'or a somewhat different interpretation of [w] see 
Swanson, "English Loanwords in Modern Greek" (ibid): "The
only certainly borrowed phoneme is English w, both as a con
sonant and a second element in the diphthongs aw, ow." (p.30). 
Such an interpretation does not seem necessary for the data 
examined in this study, since no contrast between [u] and 
[w] could be found.



of one of the informants the vowel /u/ has an allophone [w] 
varying freely with [ii] before a stressed /i/; the sequence 
/ul/ occurs only in the two forms /ulski/ 'whiskey' and 
/sanduits/ 'sandwich'. Since the conditions in which [w] 
occurs can be phonemically specified, there is no need to 
posit a new phoneme /w/.j

Vowels in initial and medial position are slightly 
lengthened when stressed and are slightly nasalized when 
followed by a nasal. In unstressed position all vowels are 
qualitatively centered. Furthermore, when the high vowels 
/i/ and /u/ occur unstressed in voiceless surroundings (e.g., 
when preceded by a voiceless consonant and followed by a 
voiceless consonant or are in utterance final position), 
they may have voiceless allophones, [I] and [U], in free 
variation with their voiced counterparts; thus, 'no'
when followed by voiceless consonants or when in utterance 
final position varies freely: [ix*I] ^  [ix*i] /oxji/; also
(o To^j 'your fingernail is cut' varies freely:

[London; University of London Press, 1955]» Donald C.
Swanson, "English Loanwords in Modern Greek," Word XIV 
No. 1 [1958] 26-46; Henry and Renee Kahane and Ralph L.
Ward, Spoken Greek. 2 vols, [New York: Henry Holt and Com
pany (Spoken Language Series), 1945-6]; and James Maoris 
[in his thesis]) are here rejected because of the existence 
of contrasts in these positions between [e] and fj] and 
[i] and fj]: [0eaj 'goddess' and [9jaj 'aunt';
^iTiov [ipion] 'opium' and ‘b/ro/cv [ipjon] 'whomever '.

^ o r  a somewhat different interpretation of [w] see 
Swanson, "English Loanwords in Modern Greek" (ibid): "The
only certainly borrowed phoneme is English w, both as a con
sonant and a second element in the diphthongs ow." (p.30). 
Such an interpretation does not seem necessary for the data 
examined in this study, since no contrast between [u] and 
[w] could be found.



[nlx’IsU kôpik'e ] ̂  [nix* isu ki>plk*e] /nixjisu kopike/. 
Voiceless allophones of vowels do not occur in careful 
speech, however.

2.11: Distribution of Vowels. Any vowel can occur
initially, medially, or finally within an utterance, but 
only /e,o,a,u/ occur as the sole constituent of an utterance.

2.12: Clusters of two dissimilar vowels occur free
ly in ciny position within an utterance except initially; in 
initial position only /i,e,a,o/ occur as the first member of 
a two vowel cluster. Clusters of three dissimilar vowels 
occur in any position within the utterance but are restricted 
to sequences of the type / i W /  and /oVV/ (in which the first
V cannot be /u/) in initial position and /ViV/ in medial and

% / - final position. Examples : [itrâ] 'holy* /iera/,
[a6ratos] 'invisible' /a&ratos/, [elatron]

'theatre' /0&atron/, u [akui] 'he hears' /akui/, y a t
[fal] 'food' /fal/, ba yan [fii] 'he will eat', /fii/, rt" 

[iaCtl] 'eagles* /iaeti/, d a i Æ/rj [oa&matos] 'the 
blind (man) ' /oaomatos/, { ' n S ) [aylalas] 'Aglaia's'
/aylalas/, [xrisoxola] 'jewelry shops' /xrisoxola/,

Clusters of identical vowels are restricted to /ii/, 
/ o o f ,  and /aa/4 in utterance-initial position and to /ii/,
/ee/, / 00/, and /aa/"^ in ut te ranee-med ial and final position. 
Examples: n [iilarâ] 'measles' /iilarâ/, c

% h e  cluster /aa/ occurs only in the following 
proper names : v 'Aaron' /aar&n/, 'Abraham'
/avraAm/, and ti'cr.4.aK * Isaac' /isaAk/.
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[oor^os] 'handsome' /oorlos/, [k'c.te] 'It burns'
/kéete/, jtZfc/ [zj^n] 'animal' /z&on/, hvpi.oL [k'irii] 
'gentlemen' /kjlrii/, f<’ov [9ii] 'my God I ' /9ee/.

2.20; Consonants. /£» t ,k,b,d,£,f ,9

2.21 : Palatalizing Phoneme; /^/. /j/ is a pal
atalizing phoneme which occurs only between a consonant and 
a vowel, i.e. occurs only in the type of sequence /CjV/. The

^For different interpretations of consonants see 
Swanson's "English Loanwords in Modern Greek" (op.cit.);
Andre Mirambel, "L'cqjposition de ts a dz en grec moderne,"

No. 
cit.); 

New York
City Greek," (op.cit.); Henry and Renee Kahane, "The Tense 
System of Modern Greek," Oipagiu lui lorgu Iordan (Academia 
Republicii Populare Ronine;, 195«, 45)-y4.

Mirambel, the Kahanes (by statement), and Swanson 
(by implication) interpret [y »1 phonemically as /j/. Maoris 
has no /]/ phoneme. Swanson lists [x*] and [w] as separ
ate phonemes (although in private he has stated that he no 
longer is willing to consider [x*] as a separate phoneme). 
Mirambel and Maoris interpret [tsj and [dzj as the unit 
phonemes /ts/ and /dz/.

In the present analysis the affricate clusters [ts] 
and [dz] have been phonemically interpreted as a sequence of 
two consonants, since [ts] and [dz] do not have the same dis
tribution as any other unit phoneme (such as /p/) but do 
have the same distribution as any other two-consonant cluster 
(such as /St/)o While Maoris offers no reasoning for his 
interpretation, Mirambel interprets [ts] and [dz] as the unit 
phonemes /ç/ and /3/» essentially on the grounds that exam
ples such as [tslros] and [dzlros] contrast and that since 
one cannot substitute either a /t/ or /s/ in the first ex
ample or a /d/ or /z/ in the second example without chang
ing the meaning, the cluster and any other single phoneme 
are mutually substitutable, bince this mutual substitution 
is possible in all environments, both clusters contrast with 
unit phonemes and thus [ts] and [dz] constitute unit pho
nemes. This argument is here rejected, since it can easily 
be seen that if carried to its natural conclusion, every 
cluster in the language can be reduced to a unit phoneme.

For my interpretation of [y'], [x'] and [w] see 
sections 2.21 and 2.00 respectively.
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decision to interpret /j/ as a palatalizing phoneme is based 
on the following considerations.

In Modern Greek every non-vocoid has a palatalized 
counterpart with which it contrasts in initial and medial 
position (only non-palatalized non-vocoids occur finally); 
for example, [p] in tT^S [0apls] 'you will say» contrasts 
with [p'] in 9 ^  riinS [9ap»is] 'you will drink', and [y] 
contrasts with [y* ] in [yatl] 'cat' and
[y’atl] 'why'. Furthermore, the distribution of these pal
atalized and non-palatalized non-vocoids is strikingly asym
metrical :

Non-palatalized non-vocoids occur:
a) in final position
b) in initial and medial position before non-vocoids
c) in initial and medial position before vowels; 

non-velars occur before /i,u,e,o,a/
velars occur only before /u,o,a/

Palatalized non-vocoids occur ;
in initial and medial position before vowels only ;

[p»,n*,1 *,k»,g»,x*,y»] occur before /i,u,e,o,a/ 
[b',t',d*,f',v*,s*,z',9',J',r',m*] occur only before

/u,e ,o ,a/-
Tlie problem arises, therefore, of how to interpret pal
atalized non-vocoids. Should they be interpreted as unit 
phonemes, the result would be a rather large phonemic in
ventory, the bulk of which would consist of a list of pairs 
whose only contrastive feature is [»]. A more important 
objection would arise in the need for complicated phono-
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-tactic statements due to the considerable asymmetry in 
distribution: non-palatalized velars would not occur be
fore /i,e/, while palatalized non-velars, except /p*,n*,1*/, 
would not occur before /i/. Furthermore, only non-palatal- 
ized consonants would occur in utterance final position and 
before other consonants.

Should the palatalized non-vocoids, as was done in 
this analysis, be interpreted as /Cj/, a consonant plus a 
palatalizing phoneme /j/»^ then the above objections would 
be eliminated: the phonemic inventory is reduced by a con
siderable number of phonemes and a less complicated phono- 
tactic statement is possible; namely, consonants may occur 
in all three positions within an utterance, before other con
sonants, and before vowels— velars occur only before /u,o,a/, 
and non-velars occur before all five vowels.

There is one case, however, on the basis of which 
the decision to interpret a palatalized non-vocoid phonemi
cally as /Cj/ may be seriously questioned; namely, the in
terpretation of [j] as /yj/. Objections may be raised, on 
the phonological level, toward interpreting a single segment 
(the phone [j]) as a sequence of phonemes. The simplifica
tion of the morphophonemic description of the language which 
this interpretation makes possible, however, seems to be 
sufficient justification.

Should [j] be interpreted as / j/, the distribution

^The possibility of interpreting a palatalized non-
vocoid 
the ex 
•whomever. '

as a consonant plus /1/ is not possible because of 
istence of such contrasts as [aplon] •opium' and [op*on]
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of the allomorphs of the morpheme ^ej 'third person singu
lar past tense' would have to he stated as follows;

/je/ after /k,g,x/
/e/ elsewhere ;

and all verb forms whose basic alternant ends in /y/ would 
exhibit such alternations as /efay-a/ 'I ate* versus /efaj-e/ 
'he ate'. Should the segment be interpreted as /yj/, how
ever, both statements could be simplified. The distribution 
of the allomorphs of |-ej can be stated more generally;

/je/ after velars (i.e. /k.g,x,y/)
/e/ elsewhere;

and bases ending in /y/ would have only one varlant--/efay-a/ 
and /êfay-je/. It should be noted that this interpretation 
produces a simplification of the phonotactics of the language 
as well ; /y/ no longer is the only consonant (other than /j/
itself) which cannot occur before /j/.

2.22: Stops. /p,t,k/ are voiceless fort is unas
pirated stops, while /b,d,g/ are voiced lenis unaspirated 
stops. /p,b/ are bilabial, /t,d/ are dental, and /k,g/ are 
velar; 'much' /poll/, ^.rrcjiiZ' 'he can' /borl/,
'Dora' /d&ra/, 'now' /tira/, 'blind' /gavos/,

'comma' /kima/.

2.23; Spriants. /f,9,x/ are flat voiceless frica
tives, /v,S,y/ are flat voiced fricatives, /s/ is a grooved 
voiceless fricative, and /z/ is a grooved voiced fricative. 
/f,v/ are labiodental, /@,A/ are interdental, /x,y/ are 
velar, and /s,z/ are alveolar; 'lighthouse' /firos/,
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f iU' . i 'weight' /varos/, 'uncle' /olos/, 'two'
/^lo/, 'on the floor' /xAmo/, 'wedding' /yAmo/,
TrwL 'shawl' /sAli/, 'dizziness' /zAli/.

2.24; Liquids. /l/ is a voiced alveolar lateral, 
and /r/ is a voiced alveolar flap : ' few' /llya/, / ‘
'ruler' /riya/.

2.25: Nasals. /m,n/ are voiced nasals, /m/ is 
bilabial and /n/ is alveolar : y, iT 'he despises* /raisl/,
Kor/ 'island' /nisi/, /ra/ before /f,v/ is labiodental,
[ig] : [siigfjn-)] ' I agree ' /simfono/. /n/ before
A»g»^*Y/ is velar, [g]; [tngagi] 'grandson'
/engini / , 0-Î [llegxos] 'report card' /elenxos/,
[Egyrafl] 'enrollment' /enyrafl/.

2.26; Distribution of Consonants. All consonants 
except / j/ occur in utterance-initial and medial position; 
in these positions velars occur before /u,o,a/, and non-velars 
(except /j/) occur before all vowels. /p,t,k,b,d,g,f,s, 
z,v,l,r,n,ra/ (all consonants except /y,l,x,9 and j/) occur 
in utterance-final position.'

2.27; In utterance-init ial position there are 
clusters of two or three consonants; medially, there are

7lt is interesting to note, however, that /p,t,k,b, 
d,g,f,z,v,l,r,m/— twelve out of the possible fourteen finally 
occurring consonants— occur in undeclinable nouns; i.e. in 
morphemes which fill the syntactic slot noun but which do 
not exhibit all the morphological characteristics of any 
other morpheme filling the same slot. Examples ;
[pikAp] 'vlctrola' /pikap/, cy/a.K fkjdâk] 'kodak' /kodak/, 
jKo'jy [gilf] 'golf /gèlf/, [spfirj 'chauffer' /sofér/,
/y [trim] 'streetcar' /trim/.
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clusters of as many as four consonants, although these are 
limited.® Only /ts,dz,ks,st,1f,Im,rt,rs,nd,nk,rts,nks/ 
occur in utterance-final position.^ Table 1 shows all the 
two-consonants clusters of Modern Greek.

®By 'medially' in reference to consonant clusters 
will be meant within words (minimal free utterances). 
Utterance-medial clusters straddling word boundaries can 
be predicted from the lists of final and initial conson
ants and consonant clusters.

9a gain, it should be noted that the entire number 
of final clusters occur only in yndeclinable nouns. Ex
amples : [mats] 'match* /mats/, [film] 'film'
/film/, [s&rts] 'shorts' /s6rts/, /u.vKj" [tagks]
/tânks/ 'tanks'.
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TABLE 1 
TWO-CONSONANT CLUSTERS

p t k b d g f e x v S  Y s z m n I r j

P E i  Pf E£ D D E l E I E l
t tb te ts tm tn tl tr t.1
k kp kt kf k9 kx ks km kn kl. kr ^
b bl, ^  bj
d dz dldrd.1

g gS gl £I
f fp Ii fk Ii fx fs fn II II Ii
9 9m 9n 91 9r 9.1
x i i  Ii xmiailiiii
V v ï  VY vz vm vn vl vr v.1
^ Sr ^
Y ym m  ïl IL 11

s£ st sk il ü  SI si
z zb zv z% zm zl zr z.1
ra rap mb mf mv ran gi
n nt nk nd ng n0 nx rvS ny ns ni
1 Ip It Ik Ib Id If 19 1V l5 ly 1 s Ira In ü
r rp rt rk rb rd rf r0 rx rv ry rs rra rn ri rj

j

Clusters that are underlined in Table 1 occur both initially 
and medially; the remaining clusters occur only medially.

The distribution of three-consonant clusters is shown 
in Table 2,
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TABLE 2 
TUREE-CONSONANT CLUSTERS

Initially s skn
Initially 

and : 
Med ially

spl ,spr. str,skl,skr,sfr,ftj , Cl j ,Cnj, and CCyj»

Med ially :
xt- r9- fp- If- mp- kp- kp-

st- kt- x@- It- / mp- fp-

1t- nS-

rt- r5- ,
f t- 
xt-

n9-
r9-

nt-
' -6

rt-
ks- /-t fk- ,

1fs- 1 nd-
\

mb- ps- -j rab- sx- -r fk-i nx- / ng-

nd - t s -
ng- ks- ,

nd-
ng-

gS- j
nd- '

rk- !
J

ke-

rf- tr- ■ kf- ny- kp-
/

sp- t -n 
vy- J

nd- rfx
1

te- rd- r -z(
ng- j  r9m

- 1

Cv in the above table denotes a velar consonant, and C any 
consonant which precedes /l/, /n/, or a velar in Table 1, 
except /tnj/, /bnj/, /inj/, and /tlj/, which do not occur 
in either position. Clj, Cnj, and CCyd can occur initially 
only if the first two members of the cluster have been under- 
1ined in Table 1 •

An interesting phenomenon concerning three-consonant 
clusters is that while in most cases the last two members 
of these clusters can occur elsewhere between vowels, both 
in initial and medial position, in a very few cases they can 
occur as clusters only in medial position; e.g. / g S / »
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Clusters of four consonants have /k/ or /f/ as the 
first member, /s/ as the second member, and /r/ as the final 
member of the clusters /kstr/ in 'expedition*
/ekstratia/, /kspr/ in 'express' /ekspres/, and
/fstr/ in '^^<‘̂ u^*Austria' /afstrla/.

2.30 : Stress. There is only one stress phoneme in
Modern Greek; /'/ or loud stress.'^ Stress Increases the 
loudness of the vowel affected in any position within the 
utterance and slightly lengthens it only in utterance-initial 
and medial position. There is at least one stress phoneme 
in every utterance. If there is only one stress phoneme with
in the utterance, it will occur on only one of three vowels;
the last, second to the last (penultimate), or third to the

/
last vowel (contepenultimatc) in the utterance ;
[plno] '1 drink' /plno/, [pinj] ' I am hungry' /pino/,

[dzami] 'window pane ' /dzami/, [dzaral] 'mosque '
/dzaml/, r [si<Ciro&omos] ' train' /siéirô^romos/,

[tl] 'what' /tl/.

In any pair of utterances which are composed of 
the same segmental phonemes, loud stress may contrast with 
at least one more element of loudness: namely, extra loud
ness or [’*]; for example, f'] in [iaOeifimu]
'my sister' contrasts with [''] in [iaatlflrau] 'my sister 
(not yours)', and again ['] in fkAtse] 'sit down' con
trasts with [•'] in [katsej 'sit down (don't stand)'. This 
phenomenon, however, is interpreted to be a part of the total 
intonational system and therefore outside the scope of this 
analysis.



CHAPTER 3 

NORMALIZATION

3.00 : Introduction» There are several morphopho
nemic alternations in Modern Greek, which, when phonemically 
transcribed, complicate to a considerable extent the state
ments of allomorphic distribution. A number of these al
ternations occur in free variation, independently of the iden
tification of the morpheme or morpheme-class. Because of 
this, it has been possible to normalize' their transcription, 
and in so doing, appreciably simplify the statements of allo
morphic distribution.

Another possible normalization that would simplify 
the statements of allomorphic distribution involves the 
velars /k,g,y,x/ which must always be followed by /j/ before 
/i/ and /e/. Since there never is a contrast between a velar 
followed by /j/ and a velar not followed by / j/ in this en
vironment, it has been decided to normalize the transcrip
tion of these sequences by omitting the /j/.^ Having made 
this normalization, it no longer will be necessary to specify

'as defined by Charles Hockett, "Problems of Mor
phemic Analysis," Language XXIII,No. 4 (I947), 32I-43.

^The allomorph / jé/ of the passive inperfective 
morpheme {-o-j, however, will be consistently written / je/, 
since this is the form that occurs after non-velars as well 
as velars.

19
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the /j-/ allomorphs of such morphemes as 'third person
singular non-past' and 'third person singular past'
determined hy the preceding velar.

The morphemic alternations which permit normaliza
tion are of three typesi I. Variations which occur indepen
dently of boundaries, II. Variations which occur at word 
boundaries, and III. Automatic variations which occur at mor
pheme boundaries. The alternations of type I are further 
divided into two groups depending on whether the choice of 
normalization is (1) arbitrary or (2) determined. The follow
ing is a statement of the variations which were observed and 
the morphophonemic transcription resulting from normalization.

3.10: Variations Independent of Boundary.
A. Arbitrary

1. /l,n/ before /i/ may vary freely with /lj,n]/:3
'much' /pol 1/ ^  /pol ji/; 'little'

/liyo/"^' /ijlyo/; vor/ 'island' /nisl/'^/nJisl/;
THovn 'dust' /sk&ni/ ^//sk&nji/.

B. Determined
1. /%/ after /s/ may vary freely with /k/:

'school' /sxolio/^/skollo/
'plan' /sxi(?jo/ ̂  /ske^jo/.

2. /k/ before /t/ may vary freely with /x/:
^  ' I build' /ktIzo/'^/xtIzo/; m

^Demetrius J. Georgacas, however, in "Remarks and 
Corrections on Pring's A Grammar of Modern Greek," Orbis 
VII, No. 2 (1958), 336-58, contends that only /Ij,nj/ occur 
before /i/ (p. 539)*
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’electricity* /ilektrizra&s/ ' ^ / ilextrizm&s/. 
Henceforth, /k/^^/x/ before /t/, /x/'^/k/ after 

/s/, /l/f^/ij/ and / n / ^ / n j /  before /i/ will be morpho- 
pbonemically transcribed as /k,x,l,n/ respectively.

3«20: Variations at Word Boundaries.
A, Vowels

1. At word boundaries sequences of two identical 
vowels may be phonemically realized as a single 
vowel :

U t i f j t S  ’what did you say?’ /ti Ipes/^/^/tlpes/
hid ^g-/ ’and me' /ke e y & / ^  /key&/
i 'd '■ r.j ' y o u will buy' /9a ayorasis/''^
— ' /eayorasis/.

2. At word boundaries sequences of two dissimilar 
vowels may be phonemically realized as a single 
vowel according to the following order:
a) If one of the vowels is /a/ and the other is 

/i,e,o,u/, /a/ prevails:
6 *. CJ.-C ' I shall be' /9a Ime/ /9àme/
/c 'the ugly' /to âsximo/'^/tisxirao/
^vco'Ci^lr iL II like it' /mu arèsi/-^/maresi/.

b) If one of the vowels is /o/ and the other is 
/i,e,u/, then /o/ prevails:
^ c ajf-L ' h e names me' /me onom&zi/
^  /monom&zi/; /d fL u. ij saw it' /to l^a/'^ 

/t&6a/.

^ h e  space indicates a word boundary.
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c) If one of the vowels is /u/ and the other is 
/i,e/, then /u/ prevails:

oO' I he told me’ /mu Ipe/'^/mApe/
- t J" \:ùu 7t. ’he gave me' /mu i S o s e / ' ^  /m6 ose/.

d ) If one of the vowels is /e/ and the other is 
/i/, then /i/ prevails:^

ft Jo- 11 saw you' /se I S a / /s l-̂ a/ 
k6a ,i(Tt 'and he said' /ke Ipe/'^/klpc/ 

c (îtc.W. 'he saw me' /me I S e / /mlc^e/.
The above vowel alternations are summarized in the 

following table.

TABLE 3 

VOWEL ALTERNATIONS

a ♦ a,o,u,e,i = a
o + o,u,e,i = o

u + u,e,i = u
i + e ; i = i

e + e = e

Henceforth, sequences of two identical or dissimilar
vowels which may be phonemically realized as a single vowel
at word boundaries will be morphophonemically transcribed as 
a sequence of two vowels, /VV/.

^The Kahanes and Ward, however (Spoken Greek, op.cit. 
pages 38-39), state that the reverse is true; i.e. if one 
vowel is /e/ and the other is /i/, /e/ prevails; while Miram- 
bel (Grammaire du Grec Moderne, op.cit. page 27) and Pring 
(A Grammar of Modern Greek, op.cit. pages 18-2 0) essentially 
agreeing with the Kahanes and Ward, make exceptions of what 
in the data of this study is the rule.
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B , Consonants
1. At word boundaries, /p,t,k/ or the sequences of 

phonemes /ps,ts,ks/ after ,/n/ vary freely with 
/b,d,g,bz,dz,gz/ respectively;

'im ' fi f /cA. 'the door' /tin pirta/*^ /tin b&rta/ 
/vrv-'the purse' /tin tsânda/^/tin dzânda/ 

r 4 'the daughter' /tin k&rin/'^ /tin g&rin/ 
l&l L.' ' I know her» /tin ksAro/ /tin gzero/.

2 . At word boundaries, /n/ before /b,f,v/ varies 
freely with /m/; the phoneme sequences /n ♦ b,d,g,f, 
v,e,cT,8,z,x,Y»l ,r,m/ may vary freely with the 
second member of the sequence:

»I cannot' /Jen bor&/ /^9em bor&/
/(̂ e boro/; 5tv y » i am not shouting'

/Jen fonâzo/ ̂ /<^em fonâzo/ /S e fonâto/;
Y'L, 'mother' /tin mAna/"s/ /ti màna/;

' I do not want ' /Jen ôélo/'^/Je 0èlo/; ^
'Mrs.' /tin kiria/^ /tin giria/^/ti giria/.

3. At word boundaries, /s/ before a voiced conson
ant other than /l,r/ varies freely with /z/: 
rrli 'tell me' /pes rau/^/pez mu/
//r * of life' /tie zols/ /t iz zols/^
' '/tizols/.

Henceforth, at word boundaries, /p,t,k/^ /b,d,g/ 
and /ps,ts,ks/^^ /bz,dz,gz/ after /n/ will be morphophonemi- 
cally transcribed as /p,t,k,ps,ts,ks/ respectively; /n/'^/m/ 
before /b,f,v/ and before /b,d , g, f, v, , s, z, x, y»
l,r,ra/ will be transcribed as /n/; finally, / s / ^ / z /  before
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a voiced consonant will be transcribed as /s/.

3.30 : Automatic Variations at Morpheme Boundaries.
At morpheme boundaries, sequences of two identical conson
ants are phonemically realized as a single consonant;

A i '/('.< ' I save her* /tis s6no/ = /tis&no/ 
ca t̂ 'of the waters’ /ton ner&n/ = /toner&n/.

Henceforth, however, sequences of two identical consonants 
which are phonemically realized as a single phoneme at mor
pheme boundaries will be morphophonemically transcribed as 
a sequence of two consonants.



CHAPTER 4

VERB MORPHOLOGY OF MODERN GREEK; INTRODUCTION

4 .0 0 ; Transcription. The transcription in this 
and the following chapter is normalized; that is, certain 
changes that can he predicted from the conditioning factors 
stated in Chapter 3 are not indicated in the transcription.

4 .1 0 ; Basic Assumptions and Methodology. The basic 
assumptions and methodology underlying the analysis^ of the 
verb morphology are as follows;

A. Assumptions^
1 . Every Greek verb can be fully described as a se

quence of continuous morphemes; namely, stem 
morpheme(s) followed by morphemes of voice-and- 
aspect and tense-or-mood.

2 . The same morpheme may have different phonemic 
shapes, the variants being either in complete 
free variation or conditioned by the phonemic or 
morphemic environment.

3. While one of the allomorphs of a given morpheme

^So-called "periphrastic" constructions (e.g. the 
verb exo *I have * together with a past participle éxo vrapsi
* I have written*) are excluded from this study.

p‘̂ Compare these with the assumptions made by Bernard 
Bloch in "English Verb Inflection," Languaze XXIII, No. 4
(1947), 399-418.
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may be zero, no morpheme has zero as its only 
allomorph.

4. Variants of different morphemes may have the 
same phonemic shape.

3. Phonemically different forms that occur in the 
same environment, but that are not in complete 
free variation with each other, are morphemi- 
cally different.

B. Methodology
1 . That morphemic segmentation was made, wherever 

possible, which simplifies the morphophonemics 
of the stem rather than the morphophonemics of 
the suffix.

2. Other things being equal, that morphemic seg
mentation was made which reduces homonomy to a 
minimum.

3. That morphemic segmentation was made which eli
minates "orders" of zero allomorphs in a verb 
construction; i.e., there should be no more than 
one zero allomorph in any given verb construction.

4.20: Definitions. Morphologically, the verb is
defined to be a sequence of certain morphemes, each having 
a fixed position, the sum of which constitutes a unique con
struction. This construction is made up of two parts: the

3lhis decision was made primarily to avoid over
segmentation of phoneme sequences.
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stem and the margin. The stem consists of a base (or less 
frequently, of two bases) or a base plus affixes; while the 
margin consists of suffixes. The following is an IC repre
sentation of the verb:

STEM

Prefixes Base s'^en Voice and Tense or
Formatives Aspect Markers Mood Markers (100) (200) (300)

The elements of the stem and margin now remain to 
be defined.

I. Stem
A, Base

Verb base (Vb)
A base to which the suffix class 200 may be 
immediately added.

Non-verb base
A base which in verbal constructions must 
always be immediately followed by suffix 
class 1 0 0. Since certain members of suffix 
class 100 occur only after certain non-verb 
bases and not after others, non-verb bases 
have been divided into two groups: denomina
tive and deadjectival. A denominative base 
(Nb) also occurs as the stem of a noun, and 
a deadjectival base (Ab) also occurs as the
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stem of an adjective.
Prefixes 
Prefix Class 00

A class of morphemes Immediately preceding the 
base or stem. The occurrence of this class 
is non-obligatory; when it does occur, it 
modifies the lexical meaning of the base or 
stem. Examples: ksana-k&vo *1 cut again’
from ksana- ’again' and k&vo ’1 cut'; kse-kurago 
'I relieve’ from kse- 'negation' and kur&zo 
'I tire'.

C. Stem Formatives 
Suffix Class 100

A class of morphemes immediately following the 
base. The occurrence of this class is non- 
obl igatory and it never terminates the verb 
construction. Members of this class are used 
only to form verb stems from bases and other 
than "verbalizing” have little or no semantic 
content in themselves. Examples : the -az- in
etim&zo 'I prepare' from the adjective ètIm-os 
'ready'; the -iz- in Yir^zo 'I turn', or'come 
back' from the noun y^r-os 'turn.'

II. Margin
A. Voice-and-Aspect Markers 

Suffix Class 200

The class of morphemes which immediately follows 
the base or suffixes of class 1 0 0. The occur-
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-rence of this class is obligatory. It never 
terminates the verb construction. Members of 
this class indicate simultaneously the cate
gories of aspect— perfective and imperfective —  

and voice— active and passive. Examples: the
-4- in kunio 'I swing'; the -6s- in kun6sa 'I 
was swinging»; the -s- in kunisa 'I swung'; 
the -jé- in kunjème 'I am being swung'; the 
-j&- in kunj&muna 'I was being swung'; the 
-eik- in kunieika 'I was swung'.

B. Tense-or-Mood Markers 
Suffix Class TOO

The class of morphemes following suffixes of 
class 200 and terminating the verb construc
tion. The meanings conveyed by this class are 
number and person and tense or mood; that is, 
members of this class indicate first, second, 
and third person, singular and plural, past, 
non-past, or future t e n s e o r  the second per
son singular imperative mood. Examples: the
-o in ak6o 'I hear'; the -is in mAnis 'you 
stay'; the -e in kannise 'he smoked', the -ame 
in x6same 'we lost'; the -ete in fcav&zete 'you 
are reading'; the -ndusan in filM&ndusan 'they 
were kissing'; the -e in vrâle 'take out!';

^ h e  term 'future' is restricted to margins con
sisting of suffix 211 or 212 plus suffixes 3OI-306 only 
(see Table 4 )̂ and which occur only after one of the future par
ticles, 0a or na.
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the -a in r6ta ’askl'.

4 ,2 1 : Summary. The morphological definition of the
verb in Modern Greek may now be rigorously formulated as
follows :

1 . V(erb) S(tem) = ± 00 + Base ± 100

2 . M(argin) = + 200 4- 300

3 . Verb = Verb Stem 4- Margin.

4 »3 0 * Verb Classes. The verbs in Modern Greek have
been divided into five classes established on the basis of
stems which have a similar selection of allomorphs of suffix 
class 200.^

Class lo Only stems of this class, to which the 
majority of verbs belong, may take the allomorphs -'30- and 
-»0 - of suffix 2 0 1.^ This class is divided into subclasses 
on the basis of which allomorphs of suffix 211 are added to 
the stems to form the active imperfective: subclass A stems
take the allomorphs -*3s- and -'s-, while subclass B stems
take the allomorphs -'3 0- and -'0 -. Examples : Yraf-'0 -o
'I write' and plen-'30-ame 'we were washing' are both class 
I verbs but evrap-'3s-a 'I wrote' is class I-A and eplin-'30-a 
'I washed* is class I-B.

Class II. Only stems of this class, the second 
largest in number, may take the allomorphs -6s-, -'3av-» -4 -,

^The verb 'to be' constitutes a sixth class, which 
is described in Chapter 5 , section 4.

^See Table 5 for the specific suffixes cited and
Chapter 5 , section 2 for the interpretation of the stress
marks and the numeral 3*
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and -0’- of suffix 2 0 1. Examples: avan-As-a ayap-*3ay-a
'I was loving’; pin-a-o ̂  pin-0 *-o ’i am hungry*.

Class III. Only stems of this class may teike the 
allomorph -4 - of suffix 2 2 1. The few verbs (less than a 
hundred) belonging to this class appear in the passive con
struction only and are active in meaning. Examples: kim-4 -me
* I sleep*; fov-4-se *you are afraid*.

Class IV. Only stems of this class may take all the 
allomorphs of suffix 2 0 1. Four verbs belong to this class. 
Examples: kitaz-*0 -o kit-0 *-o kit-4 -o * I look*;
kltaz-*10-a kit-us-a \^kit-*3ay-a * I was looking*.

Class V. In the imperfective aspect, stems of this 
class occur only before certain allomorphs of suffix 221, 
and in the perfective aspect, they occur before certain . 
allomorphs of suffix 2 1 1. Whenever the three verbs belong
ing to this class are in the passive construction, they are 
active in meaning. Examples : ka9 -*lo-me * I sit'; ekat-'3s-a
'I sat'; 9a kat-'s-o 'I shall sit'; kat-*s-e 'sitl*. In one 
class V verb the allomorph -'3 0- of suffix 211 varies freely 
with the allomorph -*3ik- of suffix 212 before allomorphs 
of suffixes 311-316 only: yin-'lo-me 'I become'; eyin-'30-a

yin-'lik-a 'I became* ; 0a yin-'0-o 'I shall become'.

4.3I: Paradigms. In order to facilitate reading 
the analysis in Chapter 5 . the following verbs have been 
chosen for illustrative paradigms: yr4 fo 'I write* class
I-A, f4 rno 'I bring* class I-B, ayap& 'I love' and pono 'I 
ache* class II, fov4me 'I fear* and ery4 zome' 'I work* class
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III, kit4 zo *I look' class IV, and yinome 'I become' class V  
It should be understood that unless otherwise stated, the 
variations indicated for these verbs apply to any member of 
the class they represent.

The following table gives the suffixes involved in 
the formation of the various margins and the grammatical 
meanings they convey. The abbreviations given will be used 
in the paradigms which follow and elsewhere hereafter.

TABLE 4

TENSE, VOICE, AND ASPECT FORMATION

Active Imperfective Non-past 
Tense (AIN) = 201 As—j ■f 301-306

Active Imperfective Past 
Tense (AIP) ZZ 201 [-As-/ + 310-316

Active Perfective Past Tense 
(APP) % 211 + 310-316

Active Perfective Future 
Tense (APF) — 211 [-S-J ♦ 301-306

Active Imperfective Impera
tive Mood (All) — 211 ^-As-j 4- 321

Active Perfective Imperative
Mood (API) — 211 Î-S-] 4- 321

Passive Imperfective Non-past 
Tense (PIN) zz 221 ï-o-j 4- 301-306

Passive Imperfective Past 
Tense (PIP) zz 221 2-o-j 4- 310-316

Passive Perfective Past Tense 
(PPP) % 212 ^ 9 ik-j 4- 310-316

Passive Perfective Future 
Tense (PPF) = 212 f-9 ik-j 4- 301-306

Passive Perfective Imperative 
Mood (PPI) 212 [-9 ik-j 4- 321
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CLASS I-A

AIN AIP APP 4 U
Sg 1 yrAfo Ayrafa Ayrapsa yràpso yrife

2 yrafis Ayrafes èyrapses yràpsis m

3 yrifi éyrafe éyrapse yrâpsi yràpse
PI 1 yrafume yràfarae yrÀpsame yràpsume

2 yrAfete yrâfate yrâpsate yrâpsete^
3 yr4 fun(e)' yràfane® yrApsane® yr4psun(e)

PIN PIP PPP PPF
Sg 1 yràfome yrafArauna yrâftika yraftA

2 yrâfese yraf&suna yrâftikes yraftis

3 yrAfete yraf&tane yr4ft ike yraft1

PI 1 yraf6maste yrafAmaste yraftlkame yraftAme
2 yràfeste yrafAsaste yraftIkate yraftlte

3 yrAfonde yrafAndusan^® yraftIkane® yraftùn(e)

PPI
rrlipsu

^A parenthesis indicates free variation; that is, the 
form resulting idien the parenthesis is omitted (yrâfune) 
varies freely with the form preceding the parenthesis (yrifun).

Syr&fane varies freely with èyrafan; yrâpsane with 
èyrapsan; yraftlkane with yr&ftikan.

9yr4psete may vary freely with yràpste.
Instead of (yrafA)-ndusan, the Kahanes and Ward, 

Mirambel, and Pring (Spoken Greek. Grammaire du Grec Moderne, 
and A Grammar of Modern Greek, respectively, op.cit.) list 
(yrafô)-ndane, which did nWt occur in my data.
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CLASS i-n

AIN AIP APP APF A U

Sg 1 firno Aferna Afera f Aro fArne
2 fé rnis Afernes éferes fèris API
3 férni Aferne Afere fAri fAre

PI 1 fArnume fA rname fA rame fArume
2 férnete férnate fArate férete^ 2

3 férnun(e) f A mane  ̂ ' f e rane ̂ ̂ ferim(e )

m PIP m PPF

Sg 1 fê rnome fe rnAmuna fére ika fera A
2 fArnese fernAsuna f A r0 ike s fer9 Is

3 fArnete fernAtane fAre ike fer9 l
PI I fernAraaste fernAmaste fera Ikame feraùme

2 fArneste fernAsaste fera Ikate fex0Ite

3 f A monde fernAndusan ferQ Ikane'' fer0&n(e)

PPI
férsu

llférnane varies freely with éfernan; férane with 
éferan; ferolkane with férQikan.

^^férete may vary freely with férte.
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Sg 1 ayapao/ayapo^^

2 ayapAs
3 ayapA i/ayapA

PI 1 ayapAme/ayapAme 
2 ayapAte
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CLASS II

AIP
ayapti s a/a yApa ya 
ayapAse s/ayApaye s 
ayapAse/ayApaye 
ayapA same/ayapAyame 
ayapA sat e/ayapAyat e

APP 
ayApisa 
ayApi se s 
ayApise 
ayapisame 
ayapisate

3 ayapAne/ayapAn(e) ayapAsan(e)/ayapAyane^4 ayapisane^^

APF All PIN
Sg 1 ayaplso ayApa ayapjAme

2 ayaplsis API ayapjese
3 ayapIs1 ayap i se ayapjete

PI 1 ayaplstime ayapjùmaste/ayapjAmaste
2 ayapisete^ 3 ayapjAste
3 ayap1sun(e) ayap jAnde/ayap jAnde

PIP PPP
Sg 1 ayapjAmuna ayapla ike

2 ayapjosuna ayaplôikes
3 ayapjAtane ayaplaike 

PI 1 ayapjAmaste ayap19Ikame
2 ayapjosaste ayapl9ikate

PPF 
ayapl9& 
ayapie is 
ayapiel 
ayapioAme 
ayapiôlte

PPI
ayaplsu

3 ayapjAndusan ayapiOI k a n e ^4 ayapiaAn(e)

^3a slanted line (/) indicates free variation.
^4ayapAyane varies freely with ayApayan; ayapisane 

with ayApisan; ayapialkane with ayapiôikan.
^^ayaplsete may vary freely with ayaplste.
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CLASS II

AIN AIP A£P
Sg 1 ponao/ponA ponAsa/p Anaya pAne sa

2 ponAs/ponls ponAses/pAnaye8 pAneses
3 ponAi/ponl/ponA ponAse/pAnaye pAnese

PI 1 p on Ame /p on Ame ponAsame/ponAyame ponA same
2 ponAte/ponlte ponAsate/ponAyate ponAsate
3 ponAne/ponAn(e) ponAsan(e)/ponAyane ̂ ̂ ponAsane

APF All PUL
Sg 1 ponAso p&na pon jAme

2 ponesis API ponjese
3 ponAsi pAnese ponjAte

PI 1 ponA sume pon jAmaste/pon jAmaste
2 ponAsete^? pon jAste
3 ponAsun(e) p on jAnde/p on j Ande

PIP PPP PPF
Sg 1 pon jAmuna poneOika ponedA

2 ponjAsuna ponAdikes poned is
3 ponjotane poned ike poned1

PI 1 ponjAnaste ponedIkame ponedAme
2 ponjAsaste ponedIkate ponedIte
3 ponjAndusan ponedIkane^^ ponedAn(e)

PPI
ponesu

l^ponarane varies freely with ponayan; ponesane with 
pAnesan; ponedikane with ponedikan.

^^ponAsete may vary freely with poneste.
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CLASS III

PIN PIP PPP PPF
Sg 1 fovQxne/f ovurae fovAmuna fovld ika fovidA

2 fovase fovAsuna fovld ikes fovid is
3 fovAte fovAtane fovldike fovid1

PI 1 fovAmaste/fovAmaste fovAmaste fovidIkame fovidAme
2 fovAste fovAsaste fovidIkate fovidIte
3 fovAnde/fovAnde fovAndusan fovidIkane fovidAn(e)

PPI
fovlsu

PIN PIP PPP PPF
Sg 1 eryAzome eryazAmuna eryAstika eryastA

2 eryAzese eryazAsuna eryAstikes eryastis
3 eryAsete eryazAtane eryAstike eryasti

PI 1 eryazAmaste eryazAmaste eryastikame eryastAme
2 eryAzeste eryazAsaste eryastikate eryastite
3 eryAzonde eryazAndusan eryastikane^9 eryastun(

PPI
eryAsu

^^fovidfkane varies freely with fovfeikan. 
^^eryastlkace varies freely with eryAstikan.
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CLASS IV

AIN
Sg 1 kltAzo/kitAo/kitA

2 kitAzis/kitis
3 kltAzl/kitAl/kltA

PI 1 kitAztnnc/kitArae/kitAme
2 kitAzcte/kitAte
3 kitAzun(e)/kitaiie/kitAne

AIP
kit aza/k i tAsa/kltaya
kltazes/kitAses/kitayes
kltaze/kltAse/kltaye
k i t Azame/k i t A same/k i t Ayame
kitAzate/kitusate/kitAyate
kitAzane^/k1tAsane/kitAyans

APP APE All
Sg 1 kltaksa kitAkso kitaze/kita

2 kitakses kitAksis API
3 kltakse kitAksi kltakse

PI 1 kitAksame kitAksume
2 kitAksate kitAksete^^
3 kitAksane^ kitAksun(e)

PIN PIP PPP PPF
Sg 1 kitAzome kitazAmima kitAxt ika kitaxtA k

2 kitAzese kitazosuna kitAxtikes kitaxtIs
3 kitAzete kitazotane kitAxtike kitaxtI

PI 1 kitaz&maste kitazAmaste kitaxtIkame kitaxtAme
2 kitAzeate kitaz&saste kitaxtikate kitaxtite
3 kitAzonde kitazondusan kitaxtIkane^ kitaxtun(e)

PPI

^kitAzane varies freely with kltazan: kitayane , 
with kltayan; kitAksane with kitaksan; kltaxtikane with kitaxtikai

^^kitAksete may vary freely with kitAkste.
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CLASS V

PIN PIP APP APF
Sg 1 yinome yin&mnna éyina/ylnika ylno

2 ylnese yinosuna eyines/ylnikes ylnis

3 ylnete ylnAtane éyine/ylnike ylni
PI 1 yln&maste yin&maste y I name/y in Ikame ylnurae

2 ylnoste yinosaste ylnate/yinlkate ylnete

3 ylnonde yinAndusan y Inane^^/yinIkane yinun(e)

A M  m ,

ylne ylnu

^^ylnane varies freely with éyinan; yinlkane with
dnikan.



CHAPTER 3

VERB MORPHOLOGY OF MODERN GREEK; MORPHOPHONEMICS

5 *^0 1 Introduct ion. In this chapter, a descrip
tion shall he given of the various stem and suffix alterna
tions that occur in the verb construction and the conditions 
under which these alternations occur. These alternations 
have been divided into phonologically conditioned and mor
phologically conditioned alternations and shall be discussed 
in that order. A section on stress is also included since 
it is relevant to morphologically conditioned alternations.

3 »1 0: Phonologically Conditioned Alternations. The
following are the phonologically conditioned alternations 
that have been observed.

1 . In morpheme initial position:
a) /e/ after /s,f,x/ is /t/j

klis-tika »1 was shut», fAr-9ika 'I was brought, 
Yraf-tika « I was enrolled», roti-9ika « I was 
asked', petAx-tika 'I was thrown', trelA-eikal 
•1 became mad, insane'.

I*) /p»t,k/ after /n/ are /b,d,g/ respectively:
âa pa@-o 'I shall suffer', sin-baQo and by condi
tion 2g, sira-baeA 'I like*; tir-A 'I look at',

^The dash indicates morpheme boundaries.

40
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sin-dlrA *I support'; krin-o *1 judge', en-grlno 
'1 approve'.

In morpheme final position :
a) /f,v/ before /s/ is /p/:

vrAf-o 'I write*, Avran-sa 'I wrote'; rAv-o 'I 
sew', érap-sa 'I sewed'»

b) /z/ before /s/ is /0/»
mavrIz-o 'I blacken', mAvri-sa 'I blackened'
S.1avAg-o 'I read', A.lAva-sa 'I read'.

c) /y,x,g/ before /s/ is /k/% 
anly-o 'I open', Anik-sa 'I opened' 
trAi-o 'I run', etrek-sa 'I ran'
sfjg-o 'I squeeze', Asfik-sa 'I squeezed'.

d) /p/ before /e/ is f t /  and /k,g/ before /e/ is /x/x 
paralIn-o 'I omit', oaralif-eike and by condition 
la naralif-tike 'it was omitted'; plék-i 'she 
knits', p1Ax-9 ike and by condition la, plAx-tlke 
'it was knitted'; sflg-o 'I squeeze', sflx-0ike 
smd by condition la, sfix-tike 'it was squeezed'.

e) /v,z,y/ before /e/ are /f,s,x/ respectively;
rAv-o : I sew', rAf-0ike and by condition la,
rAf-tike 'it was sewed'; mavriz-o 'I blacken', 
mavris-9ike and by condition la, mavris-tike 'it 
was blackened'; aniv-o 'I open', anlx-9ike and by 
condition la, anix-tike 'it was opened',

f) /n/ before /s/ and before /9/ is /0/. But in
five verbs /n9/ remains; apo9arln9ike, Sief9ln9ike, 
molino ike, apomakr in9 ike•
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mal&n-o '1 chastize', m&lo-sa 'I chastized', 
skot&n-o *I kill', skotô-9 ike 'he was killed'.

g) /n/ before /b,f,v/ is /m/ and in a small number 
of lexical items varies freely with /0/ t  

sin-erxome 'I recover', sim-fonA '1 agree'; 
sin-olAvo 'I accompany', sim-véni 'it happens'.

h) /s/ and /f/ before a voiced consonant are /z/ 
and /v/ respectively;
pros-kalA 'I invite'; nroz-viAno 'I land' 
ef-tixA 'I prosper'; ev-lovA 'I bless'.

3 .2 0 : Stress. Stress may occur on the last, second
to the last, and third to the last (and no other) vowel of 
a verb. In this analysis the stress on verb forms is con
sidered to be an integral component of the allomorphs of 
class 200 suffixes. This means that no other morpheme in the 
verb construction has stressed allomorphs.

By choosing this interpretation, all stresses in verb 
forms can be predicted in a simple manner. The alternative 
is to regard stress everywhere as a part of the phonemic 
shape of the allomorph within which it occurs. The conse
quences of this alternative interpretation are illustrated 
by the following forms.

^hese items are ; embo^izo -n.» ebo^lzo 'I hinder' ; 
enxir izo^ exir izo ' I operate' ; sim^ae A ̂  s ita0 A '1 like*; 
sinxorô ̂  sixorA~' I forgive'; sinfémi >v̂siféri 'it is ad
vantageous'; sinxlzo ^/slxlzo 'I upset'; sinxéro^  sixéro 
'I congratulate'; sinzinA ̂  sizinA 'I touch'.
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Verb Form Stem Suffix 200 Suffix 300

ayapA 'I love' ayap- 0- A (VS + 201 4> 301)
ayApa '1ove1' ayAp- 0- a (VS 4. 201 4- 321)
ayapi9& 'I shall 

be 1oved' ayapi- 9 — A (VS 4- 212 4- 301)
ayApise 'loveI' ayApi- s- e (VS 4- 211 4- 321)
ayapisame 'we 

loved» ayapl- s- ame (VS + 211 + 314)
For the stem [ayap-j at least five allomorphs are 

needed: ayap-, ayAp-, ayapi-, ayAp1-, ayapl-. Note the
occurrence of these variants within the total paradigm 
(Chapter 4 # section 3)î the distribution of these allomorphs 
then, can be stated only in some complicated form as the 
following :

1. ayap- occurs before :
a) The allomorphs -As-, -A-, -0-, and -Ay- of suffix 

2 0 1. However, this stem can occur before the 
allomorph -Ay- only when -Ay- is followed by 
suffixes 314, 315, and 316,

b) The allomorphs -jA-, -j&-, and -jA- of suffix 221,
2. ayAp- occurs before :

a) The allomorph -Ay- of suffix 201 only when it is 
followed by suffixes 3II, 3 1 2, and 3I3.

b) The allomorph -0- of suffix 201 only when it is 
followed by suffix 321.

3. ayapi- occurs before :
a) The allomorph -9 - of suffix 212 and suffixes 3OI- 

306 only.
b) The allomorph -9 ik- and suffixes 3I4-316 only.
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4. ayApi- occurs before:
a) The allomorph -s- of suffix 211 and suffixes 3 1 1,

312, 313, and 321 only.
5. ayapl- occurs elsewhere.

Given this interpretation, all class II verb stems 
would have at least five variants, the remaining verb stems 
would have at least two variants, and all verb classes would 
require allomorphic statements essentially as complex as the 
one given. Furthermore, the suffixes of class 300 would
have stressed and unstressed allomorphs, as can be seen from
the following paradigms :

foré * I wear * yrafo 'I write
forls 'you wear' yrifis 'you write'
fori 'he wears' yràf i 'he writes'
forAme 'we wear' yrAfume 'we write'
forlte 'you wear' yrAfete 'you write'
forAne 'they wear' yràfun 'they write'

Obviously, an interpretation by which the stem and
the suffixes can be fully described in terms of allomorphs 
of a single class of morphemes is more elegant and economical.

The stress component of suffix class 200 shall be 
indicated in the following four ways :

1 . A stress mark before the allomorph will indicate that 
the vowel immediately preceding the allomorph is 
stressed. Examples: ynef-'0 -o (ynAfo) '1 gesture'
(I: VS ♦ 201 4- 301); 0a meleti-'s-o (meletlso) ' I
shall study* (I: VS + 211 + 301).

2 . A stress mark after the allomorph will indicate that
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the vowel itanedlately following the allomorph is 
stressed. Ezsunples: for-#' -o (foro) 'I wear'
(lit VS + 201 + 301); 9a krif-t'-o (krifto) « I 
shall hide (myself)' (I; VS + 212 + 30I).

3. A number three (3) and a stress mark before the allo
morph will indicate that stress falls on the anti- 
penultimate, or the penultimate if the total verb 
has only two vowels. Examples: iposxe-'3 0ik-a
(iposxéeika) 'I promised' (III; VS + 212 + 31I); 
ekl-ep-' 3s-e (Aklepse) 'he stole' (I; Vb -*■ II3 +
+ 211 4. 313); bik-'3#-a (blka) ' I entered* (I-Bt
VS + 201 + 311),

4 » A stress mark on the allomorph itself will indicate
that the stress is always on this allomorph. Examples: 
XPI-&-0 (xor&o) 'I fit' (II; VS + 201 + 301); trav-As-a 
(travusa) ' I was pulling' (II: VS + 201 4- 3II),

5*30: Morphologically Conditioned Alternations. The
discussion of these alternations is divided into two parts: 
suffix allomorphs and all osterns.

3»31* Classification of Affixes. The morphemes 
that are involved in the verb construction are listed in 
Table 5* Except in class 0 0 , the classes are indicated by 
centuries and the subclasses are indicated by decades within 
the class. Units indicate individual morphemes.
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Prefix Class

TABLE 3 
AFFIXES 

Suffix Class Suffix Class Suffix Class
00 100 200 300

01 : and i/and 101 : ar 201: As/'3ay/A 301 : o/me
02: iper f'/*3f/'f .302; is/s/se
03: ksana/ksan 111 : az 303s i/#/tc
04: para/par 112: en/ in 211; *3s/'s 304: urae/me

113: ev '3f/*f mas te
11 : amfi/amf 114: iz 212: '3 9ik/»3tik 305: ete/ite
12; Ŝis 115: on 9 */t*/'3 ik te/ste

13s ef 116: ern #»/»s 306: une/un
14: ek/ex ne/nde
15: epi/ep 221; '3o/'3e
16: kse/ks/cks 311: a/muna

17: me ta u/l/A 312: es/suna
18: peri/per 313: e/tanc
19: pro 314: ame/maste
20: pros 315:

316:
ate/saste
ane/an

31: ana/an ndusan
32: apo/ap
33: 721 : e/a/0/u
345 en
35: ipo/lp
36: kata/kat
37: sin
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5»3 2 » Formation of the Verb Stem. The following 
is a description of the affixes that are involved in the 
formation of the verb stem.

Prefix Class 0 0 . Most verb bases in Modern Greek 
may be expanded by prefixes, with a modification of the 
meaning of the verb as the result. The prefix class is 
not divided in terms of any "type” of prefix, but simply in 
terms of order of occurrence. Although they may combine 
with one another, the upper limit of prefixes that precede 
a verb base is two (and rarely, three). The following pre
fixes constitute class 00.

Subclass 0 . The definitive characteristic of this 
subclass is that it always precedes and is never preceded 
by the other prefix subclasses. Members of this subclass 
cannot precede each other in a verb construction.

01 : and i-/and -
Prefix 01 indicates that the action of the verb is 

directed back to someone. The allomorph andi- occurs be
fore consonants; and- occurs before vowels. Examples: 
andi-mil-#*-o »I talk back' (01 + Nb + ]01 + 301); 
aod-ano-^on-'#-o 'I give back', 'reciprocate' (01 + 32 +
+ Vb + 201 + 301).

021 iper-
Prefix 0 2 indicates excess. Examples: iner-v-en-'#-o

' I exceed the limits' (0 2 4- Vb 4 112 4- 201 4- 301); 
jper-ayap-#»-o 'I love in excess, very much* (0 2 + Nb +
+ 201 + 301).
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ksana-/ksan-
Prefix 03 indicates repetition. The allomorph ksana- 

is used before consonants; ksan-, before vowels. Examples: 
ksana-xtip-#*-o '1 knock again' (03 4 Vb * 201 ♦ 301); 
ksan-aku-'#-o 'I hear again' (03 + Nb + 201 + 301).

QAL

Prefix 04 indicates excess, error, or certitude. The 
allomorph para- is used before consonants; par-, before 
vowels. Examples: para-kan-«#-o 'I overdo* (04 ♦ Vb ♦
4- 201 4- 301); par-aku-*#-o ' I hear wrongly* (04 4- Nb 4- 
4- 201 4. 301); para-kser-*#-o * I know with certitude*
(04 + Vb + 201 + 301).

Subclass 10-2 0. The definitive characteristic of 
this subclass is that although it may be preceded (but not 
followed) by subclass 0, it can precede but never be preceded 
by subclass 30. Members of this subclass cannot precede each 
other in a verb construction.

ILL affltl-Zaaf-
Prefix 11 indicates doubt. The allomorph amfi- occurs 

before consonants; amf- occurs before vowels. This pre
fix occurs only with the verb base val- * to put'. Ex
amples: amfi-val-'#-o * I put to doubt, " doubt' (11 4̂
4- Vb 4- 201 4- 301); amf-eval-* 3#-a ̂  amf i-val-' 3#-a * I 
doubted ' (11 + Vb + 211 4- 3II).

12; &is-

Preflx 12 indicates difficulty, unpleasantness, or
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pain. Examples: ^is-kol-ev-'#-o *I make difficult'
(12 + Nb + 113 4 201 4. 3 0 1); 3i6-tix-#'-o ' I suffer'
'1 am poor' (12 4 Nb + 201 4 3OI).

ill sl-

Prefix 13 indicates ease or pleasantness. Examples: 
ef-tix-#' -o 'I prosper, I am happy' (13 + Nb 4- 201 4- 30I ) ;
ev-loy-#' -o 'I bless' (I3 + Nb 4- 201 4- 30I ) ; ef-kol-in-'#-o
'I make easy, facilitate' ( 1 3 + 112 4 201 4 30I).

1 4 1 £k-/ci-
Prefix 14 indicates that the action of the verb is 

directed outward from the speaker. The allomorph ex- 
occurs only with the verb tim& 'I honor'; ek- occurs else
where. Examples : ek-f r-az-'#-o '1 express' (I4 + Vb 4- 
4- 111 4- 201 4- 301 ) ; ex-tim-#' -o 'I respect ' (I4 + Nb 4

4. 201 4- 3 0 1).

1 5 1 S&1-/ÊE-
Prefix 15 indicates that the action of the verb is 

directed on, upon, or back to an object. The allomorph 
epi- is used before consonants; ep-, before vowels. Ex
amples : eni-men-'3#-a en-emen-'3#-a 'I insisted upon'
(1 3 4 Vb4> 211 + 3 1 1); eni-stref-'#-o ' I give or come 
back' (1 5 4 Vb 4- 201 4 3 0 1).

1 6 ; kse-/ks-/eks-
Prefix 16 indicates that the action of the verb is 

negated or directed outward or beyond an object. The allo
morph ksc- occurs before consonants; ks-, before vowels.
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Examples: kse-xor-iz-'#-o 'I single out, distinguish'
(l6 + Nb + 114 4 201 4 3 0 1); ks-anlon-'#-o 'I spread or 
stretch out' (16 4 Vb 4 201 4 30I); kse-kol-#'-o '1 un
glue' (16 4 Nb 4 201 4 3 0 1).

The allomorph eks- occurs in eks-akulu9-#'-o '1 con
tinue (literally, I follow out)’ (I6 4 Nb 4 201 4 30I).

Hi meja-
Prefix 17 indicates that the action of the verb is 

through, over, or on, an object. Examples : meta-fern-'#-o
'1 move (literally, bring over)' (17 Vb 4 201 4 ^Ol); 
meta-fr-az-'#-o 'I translate' (17 4 Nb 4 111 4 201 4 30I); 
meta-xir-iz-* 3o-me 'I use' (17 Nb 4 II4 4 221 4 301)»

181 ESiL-Zeer-
Prefix 18 indicates that the action of the verb is 

directed around or about an object. The allomorph per- is 
lexically conditioned: it occurs only with the verb patA
*1 step'; peri- occurs elsewhere. Examples: peri-men-'#-o
'I wait around' (I8 4 Vb 4 201 4 30I)» peri-yraf-'# - 0  'I 
describe' (I8 4 Vb 4 201 4 30I); per-pat-#*-o '1 walk'
(1 8 4 Nb 4 201 4 3 0 1).

1 2i nro-
Prefix 19 indicates that the action of the verb is 

carried out or on time. Examples: pro-xor-#'-o 'I pro
gress, march on' (19 4 Vb 4 201 4 30I)* pro-lav-en-'#-o
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Examples: kse-xor-lz-*#-o 'I single out, distinguish*
(16 4 Nh 4 114 + 201 4 3 0 1); ks-aplon-*#-o *1 spread or 
stretch out* (16 4 Vb 4 201 4 3 0 1); kse-kol-#*-o * I un
glue* (16 4 Nb 4 201 4 3 0 1).

The allomorph eks- occurs in eks-akulu9 -#*-o * I con
tinue (literally, I follow out)' (16 4 Nb 4 201 4 3 0I).

Hi meta-
Prefix 17 indicates that the action of the verb is

through, over, or on, cvn object. Examples: meta-fern- ' # - 0

'1 move (literally, bring over) ' (1? 4 Vb 4 201 4 301 ) ; 
meta-fr-az-'#-o 'I translate' (I7 4 Nb 4 ill + 201 4 30I); 
meta-xir-iz-'3o-me 'I use' (1? 4 Nb 4 II4 + 221 4 30I).

1 8 : peri-/per-
Prefix 18 indicates that the action of the verb is 

directed around or about an object. The allomorph per- is 
lexically conditioned: it occurs only with the verb patA
'I step'; peri- occurs elsewhere. Examples: peri-men-'#-o
'I wait around' (1 8 4 Vb 4 201 4 30I); peri-yraf-'#-o 'I 
describe' (1 8 4 Vb 4 201 4 30I); per-pat-#'-o 'I walk'
(18 4 Nb 4 201 4 3 0 1).

121 Eio-

Prefix 19 indicates that the action of the verb is
carried out or on time. Examples: pro-xor-#'-o 'I pro
gress, march on' (I9 4 Vb 4 201 4 3 0I); pro-lav-en-'#-o
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*I reach on time' (19 4 Vb 4 112 4 201 4 301); nro-tim-#'-o 
'1 prefer* (literally, 1 value out) (19 4 Nb 4 201 4 301).

20j_ pros-
Prefix 20 indicates that the action of the verb is 

directed downward, forward, or toward putting together. 
Examples: pros-tet-'#-o 'I add' (20 4 Vb 4 201 4 301);
pros-fern- ' # -0  * I offer' (20 4 Vb 4 20 1 4 301); proz-
-yi-on-*#-o 'I land» (20 4 Nb 4 II5 4 201 4 30I).

Subclass 30. The definitive characteristic of this 
subclass is that it never precedes subclass 0 or subclass 
10-2 0 ; however, unlike the others, members of subclass 30 

may precede each other in a verb construction.^
3 1 1 ana-/an-

Prefix 31 indicates that the action of the verb is
directed up, over, in the open, a  out of reach. The allo
morph ana- occurs before consonants; an- occurs before 
vowels. Examples: ana-fern-'#-o 'I bring up, or into
the open' (31 4 Vb 4 201 4 301); an-eval-'3#-a ̂ ana-val- 
-'3#-a 'I put aside, postponed' (31 4 Vb 4 211 4 311); 
ana-lav-cn-'#-o 'I take over, undertake' (3I 4 Vb 4 112 4 
4 201 4 3 0 1).

3 1 1 âE2-/àE-
Prefix 32 indicates completion. The allomorph apo-

Vurther division of subclass 30 because of this 
phenomenon was found to be undesirable due to the consider
able amount of overlap that would result between the members 
of the subclasses.
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occurs before consonants; ap-, before vowels. Examples: 
ano-trel-en-'#-o 'I make completely Insane* (31 ♦ Nb ♦
4 112 4 201 4 301):and-ano-^o-'3s-a *1 gave back complete
ly, repaid in full' (01 4 32 4 Vb 4 211 4 301).

Prefix 33 indicates that the action of the verb is 
directed up, down, or through an object. The allomorph 
^ja- occurs before consonants; cSj-, before vowels. Exam
ples: \1a-krln-*#-o 'I see through, distinguish* (33 4
4 V b 4  20 l 4  301); 5j-oriz-*#-o *1 appoint* (33 4 Vb 4 
4 201 4 3 0 1),

M l  en-
Prefix 34 modifies the action of the verb in such 

different ways that it was found impossible to bring 
it under a common denominator of any kind ; therefore, 
only examples of its use are given : en-gen.1-az-* # -0  * I
inaugurate* (34 ♦ N b  4 111 4 201 4 30I); em-bo5-iz-*#-o 
*1 hinder* (34 4 Nb 4 II4 4 201 4 301); en- 5ja-fer-* 3o-me 
* I care* (34 4 33 4 Vb 4 221 4 301); en-xir-iz-*#-o 

e-xir-iz-*#-o *1 operate on (a patient)* (34 ♦ Nb 4 
4 114 4 201 4 3 0 1).

251 igo-ZlE-
Prefix 35 indicates that the action of the verb is 

directed backwards or is completed under something. The 
allomorph ipo- occurs before consonants; ip-, before vowels. 
Examples : ipo-yraf-*#-o * I underwrite, sign* (35 + Nb 4
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4 201 4 301); lD-aku-'#-o 'I obey' (35 + Vb 4 201 4 301); 
ipo-xre-on-*#-o 'I put under debt, obligate' (35 ♦ Nb 4 
4 115 4 201 4 301).

36 : kata-Acat-
Prefix 36 indicates completion or that the action of 

the verb is directed downwards or is carried to an ex
cessive degree. The allomorph kat- occurs before a 
vowel; kata- before a consonant. Examples; kata-trex- 
- ' # - 0  'I run down, I persecute* (3 6 4 Vb 4 201 4 30I); 
kat-ur-#*-o * I urinate* (3 6 4 Nb 4 201 4 30I); en-gata- 
1ip-'#-o *1 disappear, desert* (34 4 36 4 Vb 4 201 4 3 0I); 
kata-fil-#*-o * I cover with kisses (kiss excessively)*
(3 6 4 Nb 4 201 4 3 0 1).

321 2 ln-
Prefix 37 indicates union or accompaniment. Ex

amples: sin-o^^ev-'#-o * I walk with, accompany* (37 ♦
4 Nb 4 113 4 201 4 3 0 1); sim-ba9-#* -o si-ba9-#* -o * I 
am attracted to, like* (37 + Nb 4 201 4 3 0I); si-maz- 
-ev-*#-o * I put together in the proper place, clean up*
(37 ♦ Nb 4 113 4 201 4 3 0 1); sin-xor-i-o ^  si-xor-#*-o 
* I forgive* (3? 4 Nb 4 201 4 30I).

Suffix Class 100. Suffixes of class 100 are 
added to the verb base, or some other stem used as the verb 
base, to form verb stems of classes I, III, and IV. These 
suffixes are productive.
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101 : -ar-
Suffix 101 is added to noun bases to form verbs 

of class I-A. The majority of these noun bases also occur 
in undeclinable nouns. Examples: kumand-o 'a command*
and kumand-ar-*#-o * I command* (Nb ♦ 101 4 201 4 301); 
k&rt-e * courtship* and kort-ar-*#-o * I court* (Nb 4 101 4 
4 201 4 301).

Suffix 101 was oade a subclass because it is the 
only suffix in class 100 which cannot always be immedi
ately followed by a member of suffix class 200; that is, 
in forming the past tense, -ar- must always be immediately 
followed by -iz- (1 1 4) before a member of class 200.

Ill: -az-
This suffix is added to verb bases to form verb 

stems of class 1, III, and IV verbs. Examples : fr-az-*#-o
•I plug, seal* (Vb 4 111 4 201 4 301); kit-az-*#-o * I 
watch* (Vb 4 111 4 201 4 30I). This suffix may also be 
added to non-verb bases to form verb stems of class I and 
111 verbs; e.g., fon-1 ’voice* and fon-az- * # - 0  ’ 1 call, 
shout* (Nb 4 111 4 201 4 3 0 1); &tim-os * ready* and etim- 
-az-*#-o *1 prepare* (Ab 4 ill 4 201 4 301).

1 1 2 : —en—/—in—
This suffix Is added to verb bases to form stems of 

class I-B verbs. Examples: anev-en-*#-o * I climb*
(Vb 4 112 4 201 4 3 0 1); katev-en-*#-o * 1 climb down*
(Vb 4 112 4 201 4 3 0 1). This suffix is also added to 
non-verb bases to form verb stems of class I-B verbs.
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Examples; tlx-i 'luck' and tix-en-'#-o 'I chance' (Nh +
4 112 4 201 4 3^1 ); kser-As 'dry and kser-en-*#-o 'I dry'
(Ah 4 112 4 201 4 301).

The allomorph -in- occurs in apo-makr-in-'#-o '1 
put at a distance* (3 2 4 Ab 4 112 4 201 4 3 0 1), ef-kol- 
-in-*gf-o * I make easy* (I3 + Nb 4 112 4 201 4 3 0I), 
en-9ar-in-*#-o * I encourage* (3 4 4 Nb 4 112 4 201 4 3 0 1); 
-en- occurs elsewhere.

1 1 1: -ev-
This suffix is added to noun bases to form verb 

stems of class I-A and III verbs; e.g., flt-o *a plamt* 
and fit-ev-'#-o * I plant* (Nb 4 113 4 201 ♦ 301); erot-as 
•love* and erot-ev-*3o-me * 1 fall in love* (Nb 4 II3 4 
4 221 4 3 0 1)» This suffix may also be added to adjective 
bases to form verb stems of class 1-A only; e.g., xrisim- 
-ev-*#-i * it is used* (Ab 4 II3 4 201 4 3 0 3) and xrisim-os 
'useful'; sten-&s 'tight* and sten-ev-*#-o * I tighten*
(Ab 4 113 4 201 4 3 0 1).

l l A l  -iz-
This suffix is added to noun bases to form verb stems 

of class I-A, III and IV verbs. Examples : arx-iz-*^-o 
*1 begin* (Nb 4 II4 4 201 4 30I) and arx-l 'beginning*; 
rjal-i 'glass* and Yjal-iz-*#-o * I shine* (Nb 4 II4 4 201 4
♦ 3 0 1).

This suffix is also added to adjective bases refer
ring to color and noun bases referring to nationality to 
form verb stems of class I-A, This suffix, when used with
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noun bases referring to nationality, Indicates that the 
speaker is ridiculing someone mimicking a native of a 
particular nation. Examples: kokin-iz-'#-o *I redden,
blush' (Ab 4 114 4 201 4 30I) and kokin-os 'red'; Asnr-os 
'white' and asDr-iz-'#-o *1 whiten* (Ab 4 II4 4 201 4 
4 3 0 1); Y&l-os *a Frenchman* and Yal-lz-*#-o * I mimic a 
Frenchman* (Nb 4 II4 4 201 4 30I); amerik&n-os and amerikan* 
-iz-'#-0 'I mimic an American* (Nb 4 II4 4 201 4 301)*

115: -on-
This suffix is added to noun bases to form verb 

stems of class I-A verbs. Examples : nllY-i 'wound* and
pi lY-on-*#-o * I wound* (Nb 4 115 4 201 4 3 0I ) ; lefter-.lA 
'liberty* and lefter-on-'#-o 'I liberate* (Nb 4 II5 4 

4 201 4 3 0 1).

1 1 6: -ern-
Suffix 116 is added to noun bases to form verb stems 

of class 1-B verbs. The majority of these noun bases also 
occur in undeclinable nouns. Examples : yust-o 'pleasure*
and Yust-ern-*#-o * I 1 ike' (Nb 4 II6 4 201 4 301); tr&mb-a 
* a pump' and tromb-ern-*#-o * I pump' (Nb 4 II6 4 201 4
4 3 0 1).

5*33» Description of the Margin.

Suffixes of Class 200. Suffixes of class 200 are 
added to bases or immediately after members of suffix class 
100 to form perfective and imperfective stems of active or 
passive voice.
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201 ; -As-/-'3ay- / - & - / - # ' 3#-/-'#-
This suffix is added to bases or members of suffix 

class 100 to form active imperfective stems. Examples: 
ye1-As-a 'I was laughing' (Nb ♦ 201 + 311)» mil-A-o 'I 
talk' (Nb ♦ 201 4 301); vasan-iz-'#-o 'I am torturing'
(Nb 4 114 4 201 4 301).

The allomorphs -As- and -'3&y- occur before suffixes 
of subclass 310 and after stems of class II and class IV 
verbs;^ in most of these verbs, they occur in free varia
tion.^ Examples : nat-us-a/^ pat-*3ay-a 'I was stepping'
(II: Nb 4 201 4 3 1 1); kit-us-e kit-'3ay-e 'he was look
ing' (IV: Vb 4 201 4 3 1 3). The allomorphs -A- and y^*- 
occur before suffixes of subclass 300 and after stems of 
class II, class IV, and four class I verbs;6 they occur 
in free variation before suffix 3OI In most class II and

^However, -As- and -'3ay- do not occur in skAzo 
(class IV) 'I burst'; only -'3#- occurs.

5lt is simpler to list the verbs in which this alter
nation does not occur; in all these verbs (except skàzo) only 
the allomorph -As- occurs before suffix subclass 3IO •

Class 11 : apatA '1 deceive', JistixA '1 suffer', katandô 'I
result in', 1izmonA 'I forget'. oalvA 'I drive', paraksiyA 
•I mind', paratirA 'I notice', pen6 '1 praise', simbaoA *I 
like', timorA 'I punish'. a<5ikA ' I do an injustice '. a<^.1aforA 
'I am indifferent', aferA 'I subtract', anorA 'I am amazed', 
aryb ' I am late', borA ' 1 am able', A‘ik joloyb *I justify', 
AierA 'I divide', efkerA 'I am free'TefxaristA 'I thank*, 
ekserA * I make an exception*, eksiyA 'I explain*. eneryA * I 
act*, enoxlA 'I bother*, eni^imA * I wish*. evloyA * I bless*. 
foroloyA * I tax' . 0eor& ' Ï deem', zii ' I live', ipoxorA * I re
treat* , kalieryA * I cultivate*. misA 'I hate*, nostalyA 'I 
yearn*, ofe1A *T benefit*, po9 A * 1 desire*, nrospa@6 * I try*, 
sterA 'I deprive', tope9etA 'I put in place * ; Class IV: listed 
in footnote 4*

6fAvyo 'I leave *, vyéno 'I go out', sf irizo 'I 
whistle *, and tréxo * I run*.
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IV verbs , 7 and before all other suffixes of subclass 300 
in a few class II verbs,® all the class IV verbs (except 
those listed in footnote 4 )» and in four class I verbs 
(listed in footnote 6). The allomorph -A- also occurs 
before suffix 305 and after the stem el- of the verb 
Atxoae »I come*.

The allomorphs and -' 3P̂ - occur after stems of
class I and IV verbs and before suffixes of subclass 300 
and 310, respectively.

Before subclass 310, the allomorph -*3(̂ - is in free 
variation with -As- and -»3ay- in all class IV verbs (ex
cept skAzo). Before suffixes of subclass 300, the allo
morph -»#- varies freely with -A- and in all class
IV verbs except skAzo— in this verb -♦#- varies freely 
with -A- only.

The following are examples of the occurrence of the

?Again, it is simpler to list the verbs in which the 
alternation - A - ^  -#*- does not occur before suffix 3011 in 
all these verbs only the allomorph occurs before suffix
3 0 1 : Class II: those of footnote 5 starting with a^ikA »I
do en injustice* plus filAo * I keep* and excluding eksivA * I
explain* and evlovA * I bless*.

®The class II verbs in which the laternation -A-
^-J^*- occurs before suffix 30I-306 are as follows : akulue A
*I follow*, AistlxA * I suffer*, forA * I wear*, zitA * I ask*, 
kalA * I invite*, ikonomA * I manage *, karterA * I wait for*, 
kelajoA * I warble*, kinonb * I take communion*, klirinomA *1 
inherit*, kratè * I hold*, 1 izmonA * I forget*, oajvo * I drive*. 
paraksivA * I mind*. parirorb * I console*, patA * I step*.

I ignore*. pirovoTA * I shoot *, pono * I ache*, 
ptoekipo * ** worship*. protimA * I prefer*, proxorA * I progress*, 
sizitA * I chat*, simbaeA * I like*. sinxorA * I forgive*, 
stenaxorA * I upset*. tilefonA * I telephone*, timorA * I punish*, 
tIranA * I torture*, voieA * I help*. xirokrotA *1 cheer*. rorA 
*1 fit*.
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suffixes of this subclass: pi.(-As-a ̂  pi^ -* lay-a 'I was
jumping’ (II: Vb 4 201 4 3 1 1 ), Sips-A-o ^  3^ips-#’ -o ’I
thirst' (II; Vb 4 201 4 30I), zon-*#-o 'I fasten' (I:
Nb 4 201 4 3 0 1), a&-az-' 3#-a ' I was emptying* (I: Ab 4
111 4 201 4 3 1 1); kita«-*T#-a— kit-*Tav-a^ kit-ùs-a * I 
was looking* (IV: Vb 4 201 4 3II); fis-A-o fis-#*-o
* I blow* (II: Vb 4 201 4 3 0 1).

The allomorph -* 3#- occurs before suffix subclass 
3IO; -*#-, before suffix subclass 3 0 0. Examples : 
fov-iz-* 3#-a * I was scaring* (Nb 4 II4 4 201 4 3II), 
zest-en-*#-o * I warm* (Nb 4 112 4 201 4 3 0I), rav-* 3#-ame 
*we were sewing* (Nb 4 201 4 3 1 4), din-*#-ete 'you arc 
dressing* (Vb 4 201 4 3 0 5),

The allomorphs -* 3#- and -*(̂ - can also occur before 
suffix subclass 3 2 0; when they do, the allomorph -*3#- 
occurs after multi-vowel stems of class I and class IV 
verbs, and -*#- occurs elsewhere. Examples : aliv-* T#-e
*rubl* (I: Vb 4 201 4 3 2 1); vaf-*#-e 'paintI* (I: Vb 4
4 201 4 3 2 1); kit-az-* 3#-e 'lookl* (IV: Vb 4 ill 4 201 4 
4 3 2 1); eksiY-»#-a 'explain!* (II: Vb 4 201 4 3 2 1).

2IJLI ■13s~/-_’s-/-*3#-/-»#-
This suffix is added to bases and suffixes of class 

100 to form perfective stems of active voice. Examples: 
ayora-*3s-a *1 bought* (Nb 4 211 4 3II)# 9a paxin-*#-is 
'you will get fat* (Vb 4 211 4 302); S~.1ava-* 3s-e 'read!* 
(Vb 4 211 4 3 2 1), kser-an-* 3#-e * it dried* (Ab 4 112 4 
4 211 4 3 1 3).
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The allomorphs -'3s- and -'s- occur after stems 
of class I-A, II, and IV verbs, after the class V base 
kat- 'sit', and before suffixes of subclass 310 and 3 0 0, 
respectively; -*3#~ and -»#- occur after stems of class 
I-B verbs, the base ire- 'I come*, and before suffixes 
of subclasses 3^0 and 3 0 0, respectively. Examples; 
parati-* 3s-a * I gave up* (Vb ♦ 211 4 31I), 9a rera-* s-is 
*yow will grow old* (Vb 4 211 4 302), kata-lav-* 3#-a * I 
understood* (I-B: 36 4 Nb 4 211 4 3II)# 9a ma9-*#-i *he
will learn* (I-B: Vb 4 211 4 3 0 3).

The allomorphs -*3s-, -'s-, and -*#- may occur be
fore members of subclass 3 2 0; when they do, the allomorph 
-*#- occurs after one stem of class I-A, one stem of class 
V, and in a small number of class I-B verbs . 8 The allo
morph -*s- occurs after single-vowel stems of class I and 
IV verbs, and in one verb of class V;^^ -*3s- occurs else
where. Examples: kop-* s-e * cut!' (I : Vb 4 211 4 321);
spa-*s-e 'break!* (IV: Vb 4 211 4 3 2I), kat-*s-e *sit!*
(V: Vb 4 211 4 3 2 1); kokin-i-'3s-e 'redden!' (I: Ab 4
4 114 4 211 4 3 2 1); zulik-* 3s-e * squeeze!' (II: Vb 4 211 4 
4 3 2 1); ma5-i-*3s-e 'pluck!* (IV: Vb 4 II4 ♦ 211 4 321).

212: - * 39 ik-/-*3tik-/-9 *-/-t *-/-* 31k-/-#l-/-ls-

^The verbs in which the allomorph -*(j(- occurs be
fore members of subclass 320 are as follows: anevAno * I
climb', katevéno * I climb down', pivèno * I go*. sopèno * I 
keep silent*, (in this verb, the allomorph -*#- is in free 
variation with -*3s-), w è n o  * I go out*. akAo * I hear*,
(in the last two verbs, the allomorph -*#- is in free vari
ation with -*«♦), Irxome 'I come*.

^®The verb is k&9one * I sit*.
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This suffix is added to bases and suffixes of class 
100 to form perfective stems of passive voice. Examples* 
alif-* 3tik-a *1 was rubbed* (Vb 4 212 4 3II), ksera-'39Ik-e 
» it withered * (Vb 4 212 4 3 1 3), 9a nene-9'-o * I shall be 
praised* (Vb 4 212 4 30I), ^  ery-as-t*-o * 1 shall work*
(Nb 4 111 4 212 4 3 0 1).

The allomorph -'s- occurs after stems of verbs of 
classes I, II, III, and IV, and before suffix subclass 
3 2 0. Examples? pe<T-ep-'s-u 'torture yourself I* (I:
Vb 4 113 4 212 4 3 2 1), pone-*s-u 'have pity I' (II: Vb 4
4 212 4 3 2 1), onir-en-'s-u 'dream!' (III: Vb 4 II3 4 212 4 

4 3 2 1), sna-'s-u 'hit yourself!' (IV: Vb 4 212 4 321)*
The allomorph -fi(*- occurs before members of suffix

subclass 3 0 0; and -*3ik- occurs before members of suffix
subclass 310 in only a small number of v e r b s . E x a m p l e :  
ka-'3ik-a 'I was burned* (Vb 4 212 4 3II)# 9a ka-#*-o 
* I shall be burned* (Vb 4 212 4 30I).

l^The verbs in which these allomorphs occur are the
following. Since in most of these verbs the allomorph -#*- 
varies freely with -t * -, and -*3ik- varies freely with -'3tik-, 
the verbs are listed in their passive perfective formation, 
first person singular, vaf-* 3ik-a yaf-* 3tik-a * I wa# 
painted *, 9a vaf-# ' -o 9a vaf-t * -o ' I shall b# painted * ; 
vrax-* 3ik-a ̂  vrex-* 3tik-a * I was wet*, 9a vrax-#*-o 
^  9a vrex-t*-o * I shall be wet * ; yin-'3i k - a eyin-'3#-a
* I became*; yraf-* 3ik-a ̂  yraf-'3tik-a * I enrolled*, 9a 
yraf-#*-o~  yraf-t*-o * I shakl enroll'; kop-* 3 ik-a^  kof- 
-* 3t ik-a * I was cut *, ga kop-#*-o ̂ g a  kof-t *-o * I shall be 
cut*; pniy-* 3 ik-a— > pnix-* 3t ik-a * I was choked *, 0^ pniy-#*-o 
/̂ \-pnix-t* -o * I "shall be choked * ; katastraf-'3ik-a ^^katastref- 
-*3tik-a 'I was ruined*, katastraf-#*-o ̂ katastref-t*-o
* I shall be ruined * ; xar-*3ik-a * I was glad*, 9a xar-o*-p
* I shall be glad*; fan-*3ik-a * Ï appeared', 9a fan-#*-o * I 
shall appear*; drar-* 3ik-a *1 was ashamed *, drap-#*-o * I 
shall be ashamed * ; ka-*3ik-a * I was burned*, 9 a ka-#*-o * I 
shall be burned.*
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The allomorphs -0*- and -t’- occur before members 
of suffix subclass 3 0 0, while and -'3tik- occur
before members of suffix subclass 3IO; -t*- and -»3tik- 
occur after fricatives, -0 *- and 3 0ik- occur after 
vowels and any consonant other than a fricative. Examples. 
9a ksis-t«-o »I shall scratch muself (Vb 4 212 4 3OI), 
ga fili-9 «-is 'you will be kissed» (Vb 4 212 4 3 02), 
vir-is-*3tik-e 'it was turned* (Nb 4 114 ♦ 212 4 3 1 3)» 
ofeli-«30ik-a *1 was benefited* (Vb 4 212 4 3II).

221 » -12o-/-12s.-/-ji-/-ji-/-JÊ-/-4“/"i"/"à”
This suffix is added to suffixes of class 100 or 

directly to bases to form passive imperfective stems. 
Examples: nlisi-az-*3o-me •! am being approached* (Ab 4 

+ 111 ♦ 221 4 3 01), trav-.lft-maste trav-j 6-mas te *we are 
being pulled* (Vb 4 221 4 314), fov-A-se 'you are afraid* 
(Nb 4 221 4 3 0 2), mir-iz-*3c-se 'you are smelling your
self* ( Vb 4 114 ♦ 221 4 3 03) *

The allomorphs -*30- and -*3®" occur with stems of 
class I, III, IV, and V verbs. The allomorph -*3o- occurs 
before suffixes 30I, 304-3 0 6. and 311-3 1 6 ; -*3®- occurs 
before suffixes 302, 303. and 305. Examples: sin-oS-gv- 
-* 3o-maste *we are being accompanied* (I*. 37 4 Nb 4 113
4 221 4 3 0 4), kov-*3e-te * it is being cut* (1% Vb 4 221 4 

+ 3 0 3), fen-* 3e-ste 'you seem* (III: Vb 4 221 4 305),
kitaz-*3o-me * I look at myself* (IV: Vb 4 221 4 301),
erx-*3o-me *I come* (Vb 4 221 4 3 0I). Furthermore, in a
few verbs of class III, the allomorph -*3o- varies freely
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with -à- before suffix 304 and suffix 3 0 6,1^ Examples: 
f0V-*lo-maste ̂  fov-6-maste 'we are afraid' (Nb 4 221 4 

4 3 0 4), kim-'3o-nde^  kim-6 -nde 'they are sleeping»
(Vb 4 221 4 3 0 6).

The allomorphs - - jù-, and -j&- occur with 
stems of class II verbs and a small ntimber of class III 
v e r b s . T h e  allomorph -jé- occurs before suffixes 301» 
3 0 2, 3 0 3, and 3 0 5» -jA- occurs before suffixes 3 0 4* 3 0 6, 
and 311-3 1 6; - also occurs before suffixes 304 and 
306 and always in complete free variation with -jA- . 
Examples: Class II: narivor-jA-se 'you are consoled'
(Nb 4 221 4 3 0 2), trin-lA-saste 'you are being pricked'
(Nb 4 221 4 3 1 5), vast-jA-maste vast-ju-maste 'we are 
being held* (Vb 4 221 4 ;̂ )4) » tiran-.lA-nde tiran-ju-nde
* they are being tortured* (Nb 4 221 4 3 0 6); Class III: 
var-.lA-me * I am tired* (Vb 4 221 4 30I), var-iA-maste ^  

/•w var-jA-maste *we are tired* (Vb 4 221 4 3 0 4), var- 
-iA-ndusan * they were tired* (Vb 4 221 4 3 1 6),

The allomorphs -6 - and -1- occur in imperfective 
stems of a small number of class II verbs, and in two 
class III verbs— per in ifone * I treat kindly* and sinenouroe
* I communicate*. The allomorph -u- occurs before suffixes 
3 0 1 , 3 0 2, and 3 0 6; -I- occurs before suffixes 3 0 2, 3 0 3» 
and 3 0 5. Examples: Class II: mis-A-me * I am hated *

^^fovAme * I am afi^aid*, 9 imAme *1 remember * , 
kimume * I sleep* , and 1 ipume * I regret*.

^^These verbs are : arn.lAme * I deny*, katar.leme * I
curse *, var .lAme * I am tired* , and xapnur.iAme * I yawn*.
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(Vb 4 221 4 301)» 9eor-i-te 'it is deemed* (Nb 4 221 4 
4 303), c%kjoloY-l-ste *you are making excuses' (Nb 4 
4 221 4 305), (5jer-A-nde 'they are being divided' (Nb 4
4 221 4 3 0 6 ) Class III: sineno-l-se *you are com
municating* (Vb 4 221 4 302), sineno-6-nde 'they are 
are communicating* (Vb 4 221 4 306).

In five verbs of class II and one of class III, the
allomorph -A-, before suffix 30I, is in complete free
variation with -jA-, and with -ju- and -jô- before suf
fixes 304 and 306. The allomorph -I- is in complete free 
variation with -jA- before suffixes 302, 303» and 305 in 
these same verbs. Examples: efxsrist-jA-me efxarist-
-jA-me * I am pleased (Nb 4 221 4 30I), efxarist-i-se 

efxarist-je-se *you are pleased* (Nb 4 221 4 3 0 2), 
efxarlst-jo-Rde<^ efxarist-Ju-nde ̂ efxarist-u-ndg. 'they 
are pleased* (Nb 4 221 4 306).^^

The allomorph -a- is used to form passive imper
fective stems of a number of class III v e r b s . I t  occurs 
before suffixes 3OI-303 and 305 and is always in complete 
free variation with -A- before suffix 30I. Examples : 
kim-a-se *you are sleeping* (Vb 4 221 4 302), 1ip-A-me

^4xhe remaining verbs are : a<̂ iko * I do injustice* ,
aferA * I subtract*, SierA * I divide*, ekserA * I make an ex
ception* , eneryA *1 act*, enoxlA * I bother*, foiolo^ *I 
tax*; and ster6 * I deprive %  The passive imperfective of 
the remaining class II verbs are formed with the allomorphs
-jA-, —jA-, and —jA-.

^5The other class II verbs are «̂ ikjoloyA * I make 
excusses*, eksiyA * I explain*, evloyA * I bless*, and ofelA 
* I benefit*. The class III verb is parapon.lAme * I complain*.

16These are the same verbs listed in footnote 12.
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1 ip-à-me ’1 regret' (Nb 4 221 4 301 ).

Suffixes of Class 300. Members of suffix class 300 
are added immediately to members of suffix class 200 to com
plete the formation of the verb. These suffixes indicate 
tense or mood, and person and number.

Subclass 300. Suffixes of subclass 300 indicate 
non-past t e n s e n u m b e r  and person.

301 : -o/-me
This suffix iiklicates the first person singular, 

non-past tense. The allomorph -me is used after suffix 
221; -o is used elsewhere. Examples: 9a pin-A-b ^

9a Din-#'-o 11 shall be hungry* (Nb 4 201 4 3 0I);
nlen-* 3o-roe * I am being washed * (Vb 4 221 4 3^1)!
kuval-A-Q/^ kuval-#*-o 'I carry* (Vb 4 201 4 30I)» 
tiliY-* 3o-me *1 am being wrapped* (Vb 4 221 4 30I); 
pez-*#-o * I play* (Vb 4 201 4 30I); ga ksexa-'s-o * I shall
forget* (Vb 4 211 4 30I).

30^  -is/-s/-sc
This suffix indicates the second person singular, 

non-past tense. The allomorph -se occurs after suffix 
2 2 1; -s and -is occur elsewhere: -s after stems ending 
in a vowel, -is, after stems ending in a consonant. Ex
amples: vrex-* 3e-se *you are being wet* (Vb 4 221 4 30I);
arv-#*-is *you are late * (Vb 4 201 4 3 ^ 2 ) ; ga vap-* s-is

^^See footnote 4, Chapter 4» hmrever, for the re
stricted use of the combinations 211 or 212 4 30I-3 0 6.
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•you will paint' (Vb 4 211 4 3 0 2); amol-a-s 'you let 
loose' (Vb 4 201 4 302).

The allomorph -s is in complete free variation with 
-is in the present tense of a number of verbs belonging 
to class II. Examples: for-A-s for-#'-is 'you wear'
(Vb 4 201 4 302) ; &stix-A-s ^ 5istix-#'-is 'you suffer'
(VS 4 201 4 302); telefon-a-8 ̂  telefon-#'-is 'you tele- 
phone* (VS ♦ 201 ■» 302).'®

This suffix indicates the third person singular, 
non-past tense. The allomorph -te occurs after suffix 
221 ; -t am! zero occur elsewhere: zero only in the pre
sent tense and in complete free variation with -i in the 
majority of verbs belonging to class 11. ' 9  Examples :

1QThe remaining class II verbs in which this free 
variation occurs are : akulu9 & 'I follow', zlto 11 ask',
ikonomo 'I manage', kartero 'I wait for', kelai&o 'I 
warble', kinonA 'I take communion', klironomft 'I inherit*, 
kratA * I hold*, 1izmonA * I forget*, o^iv6 * I drive*, kalA
* I invite*, paraksivS Î offend*, parirorA * I console', patA
* I step*, per ifrono * I ignore*, nirovolA * I shoot*, ponA * I
ache *, proskinft *! worship*. protimft * I prefer*. proxorA * I 
progress*, sizitA * I chat*, simbaOA * I like*, slnxorft * I for
give* . stenoxsrA or stenaxorA * I upset*. timoré * I punish*,
t i ranA * 1 torture *. voieA * I help*. xirokrotA * I cheer*, 
xorA * I fit*.

^^The verbs of class II in which the free variation
between -1 and -# does not occur are the following (in these
verbs only the allomorph -i occurs): aJiaforA * I am indif
ferent*, aporA * I am amazed*, arvA * I am laté*, arkl * it is 
sufficient*, borA 'I can*, AisarestA * I displease*, efkerA
•I am free *, epieimA * I desire*, zA * I live*, ifopiA * I in- 
form*, iPireto *1 serve*. iPOxorA * I retreat*. kalieryA 'I 
cultivate*, nestalvA * I yearn*, piiroforA * I inform*, poep
* I yearn*, prospaeA * I try*, a^ikA * I do injustice*, aferA * I 
subtract*, aikeoloyA * I justify*, JaerA * I divide*, efxaristè
* I thank*, ekserA TT make an exception*, eksivA * I explain*,
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Xjavaz-' le-te 'it is being read' (VS + 221 ♦ 3 0 3); 
ayap-A.-iayap-A-# 'he loves' (VS 4 201 4 303)* trex- 
-'#-i 'he runs' (VS 4 201 4 3 0 3); 9a xar-i-'s-i 'he will 
donate' (VS 4 211 4 3 0 3); kend-&-ikend-4-# 'she em
broiders' (VS 4 201 4 3 0 3); trelen-'3e-te 'he is be
coming mad' (VS 4 221 4 3^3) «

304: -ume/-me/-maste
This suffix indicates the first person plural, non

past tense. The allomorph -maste occurs after suffix 221; 
-ume and -me occur elsewhere: -me after stems ending in 
a vowel, -ume after stems ending in a consonamt. Exam
ples : ynor-iz-'3o-maste 'we know each other' (VS 4 221 4
4 3 0 4); apand-A-me 'we answer* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 4); kapn- 
-iz-'#-ume 'we smoke* (VS 4 201 4 304); ga ye 1-A-me 'we 
shall be laughing' (VS 4 201 4 3 0 4); ga zvis-t'-ume 'we 
shall be erased* (VS 4 212 4 3 0 4).

The allomorph -me is in complete free variation 
with -ume in the present tense of the majority of the 
verbs belonging to class 11. ^  Examples: xal-A-me

xal-#'-ume 'we destroy' (VS 4 201 4 3 04); laxtar-A-me ^  

laxtar-#*-ume 'we yearn' (VS 4 201 4 3^4); pern-A-me ^  

pe rn-# * -ume 'we pass' (VS 4 201 4 304)*

305: -ete/-te/-ite/-ste

eneryA 'I act', enoxlA 'I bother'. evloyA *1 bless', foro- 
1oyA * I tax', 9eorA * 1 deem', misA 'I hate', ofelA * I bene
fit', SterA * I deprive*.

20This free variation does not occur in the same verbs 
of class II listed in footnote I8. In these verbs only -ume 
occurs.
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This suffix indicates the second person plural, 
non-past tense and imperative mood.^^ The allomorph -ste 
occurs after suffix 221; -ete, -te, and -ite occur else
where. The allomorph -ite occurs after certain allo
morphs of suffix 212 and in a small number of class II 
v e r b s , w h i l e  -ete and -te occur elsewhere; the latter 
after stems ending in a vowel and the former after stems 
ending in a consonant. Examples; ag^% ,1-az-*.ls.-̂ e »you 
are being embraced* (VS 4 221 4 3 0 5); ga zal-is-t*-ite 
*you will get dizzy* (VS 4 212 4 3 0 5) ; oily-i^*-ite *you 
drive* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 5); mil-a-te 'you speak* (VS 4 201 4 
4 3 05); vfin-'le-ste 'you are undressing* (VS 4 221 4 3 0 5).

The allomorph -te is in complete free variation with 
-ite in the active present tense of a small number of 
class II v e r b s w h i l e  -te may vary freely with -ete when 
it occurs after stems not ending in /k/ and before suffix 
211. Examples; Akulue-a-te adculue-#*- ite 'you are 
following* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 5) ; voi9-a-t^^  voje-^'zite 'you 
help* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 5); vrap-'ls-etC"^ vran-*3s-te 'writel* 
(VS 4 211 4 3 0 5); ga kera-*3s-ete^  kera-*3s-t& 'you will 
treat* (VS 4 221 4 3 0 5); rufik-* 3s-et® 'suck* (VS 4 211 4

4 3 0 5).

306; -une/-un/-ne/-nde
This suffix indicates the third person plural,

2^For a discussion see footnote 25.
^^In the same class II verbs listed in footnote 1 9* 
^^In the same class II verbs listed in footnote iS.
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non-past tense. The allomorph -nde occurs after suffix 
2 2 1j -une, -un, and -ne occur elsewhere: -une in com
plete free variation with -un, after stems edMing in a 
consonant; -ne after stems ending in a vowel. Examples: 
&in-iz-' lo-nde 'they borrow» (VS ♦ 221 4 3 0 6); pin-*fl(-une 
^  pin-'#-un 'they drink' (VS + 201 + 3 0 6); 9a fa-'rf-ne 
'they will eat* (VS + 201 ♦ 3 0 6); kim-6 -nde 'they sleep' 
(VS + 221 ♦ 3 0 6); <^ixn-'(^-une ^  5ixn-»C(-un ' they show'
(VS + 201 + 30&)' Furthermore, the allomorph -ne is in 
complete free variation with -une and -un in the present 
tense of the majority of verbs belonging to class 1 1.^^ 
Examples: sinxor-a-ne ̂  sinxor-g(*-une ̂  sinxor-#'-un
'they forgive' (VS f 201 + 3 0 6); pul-4-ne pul-01̂ »-une 
-v^pul-çT-un 'they sell' (VS 4 201 4 306) ; tiran-4-ne -—  

^  t i ran-(^ ' -une t i ran-# ' -un 'they torture' (VS 4 201 4 
4 3 0 6).

Subclass 310. Suffixes of subclass 3IO indicate 
past tense, number and person.

111 : -a/-muna
This suffix indicates past tense, first person sin

gular. The allomorph -muna occurs after suffix 221; -a 
occurs elsewhere. Examples: em-bo^-iz-'3o-muna 'I was
being hindered' (VS 4 221 4 3II); 9avm-az-' K^-a '1 was 
admiring' (VS 4 211 4 3II); kol-.1&-muna ' I was being 
glued' (VS 4 221 4 31 1); akumb-'lav-a^  akumb-As-a 'I

24in all class II verbs except those listed in 
footnote 1 9 .
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was leaning» (VS 4 201 4 3II).

1 1 2; -es/-suna
This suffix indicates past tense, second person 

singular. The allomorph -suna occurs after suffix 221; 
-es occurs elsewhere. Examples: kur-ef-»Itik-es "you
got a haircut* (VS 4 212 4 112); skot-on-»lo-suna 'you 
were being killed' (VS 4 221 4 3 1 3); eklan-'ls-es 'you 
cried' (VS 4 211 4 312); ka9ar-iz-'lo-smna you were be
ing cleaned' (VS 4 221 4 3 1 2).

3LÜ -e/-iâas.
This suffix indicates past tense, third person 

singular. The allomorph -tane occurs after suffix 221; 
-e occurs elsewhere. Examples: ley-'lo-tane 'he was
named' (VS 4 221 4 3 1 3); niki-*19ik-e 'he was conquered' 
(VS 4 212 4 3 1 3); xtip-.l6-tane 'he was hitting himself* 
(VS 4 221 4 3 1 3)» Yirn-'lay-e yirn-6 s-e 'he was re
turning, turning' (VS 4 201 4 3 1 3).

114 : -ame/-maste
This suffix indicates past tense, first person 

plural. The allomorph -raaste occurs after suffix 221; 
-ame occurs elsewhere. Examples: 9im-'lo-maste 'we
are remembered' (VS 4 221 4 3 1 4); a f k s i - ' 'we in
creased' (VS 4 211 4 3 1 4); pandr-ev-'lo-maste 'we were 
being married' (VS 4 221 4 3 1 4); anev-as-'Itik-ame 'we 
ascended' (VS 4 212 4 3 1 4).
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This suffix indicates past tense, second person 

plural. The allomorph -saste occurs after suffix 221;
-ate occurs elsewhere. Examples: metr-i&-saste 'you were
being measured’ (VS * 211 4 115); mee-6s-ate^  me9-' lay- 
-ate ’you were getting drunk' (VS 4 201 4 3I5 ); ana-kat- 
-ev-*lo-saste 'you were being mixed up' (VS 4 221 4 3 1 5); 
çÇakr-iz-’ ICf-ate 'you were crying' (VS 4 201 4 715);
^in-'lo-saste 'you were giving yourselves' (VS 4 221 4 II5 )

116 : -ane/-anZ-ndusan
This suffix indicates past tense, third person 

plural. The allomorph -ndusan occurs before suffix 221; 
-ane and -an occur in complete free variation elsewhere. 
Examples: y.1atr-ev-' lo-ndusan 'they were being cured'
(VS 4 221 4 3 1 6); ^.1-or-is-' Itik-ane --^^.1-or-is-' Itik-an 
'they were appointed' (VS 4 212 4 3 1 6); melet-6 s-ane 
^  melet-As-an ̂  melet-'lay-ane /— melet-'lay-an 'they 
were studying' (VS 4 201 4 3 1 6); &okim-az-'lo-ndusan 
'they were being tried' (VS 4 221 4 II6 ); pastr-en-'ls- 
-ane / ^ uastr-en-' Is-an 'they cleaned up' (VS 4 211 4 3 1 6).

Subclass 120, Suffixes of subclass 320 indicate 
second person singular, imperative mood . 25

^The second person plural of the imperative mood 
is identical in form with the allomorphs -ete, -te, -ite, 
and -ste of suffix 3 0 5; for example, yraf-'#-ete (VS 4 
4 201 4 3 0 5) which means both 'you are writing' and 'writeI' 
There is no need to posit a separate morphological form 
for this person since there is no morphological way one can 
distinguish the two functions.
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121 ; -e/-a/-^-u
This suffix is used to form the second person 

singular of the imperative mood. Examples : xten-i-'a-u
’comb your hair I » (VS ♦ 212 + 121); zit-'#-a *askl« (VS ♦
4 201 4 121); kuni-'Is-e 'moveI' (VS 4 211 4 121).

The allomorph -u occurs after suffix 212; e.g., 
ksir-i-'s-u 'shaveI' (VS 4 212 4 121); yjatr-ep-'s-u 
'cure yourself I' (VS 4 212 4 121); netak-'s-u 'throw your
self I » (VS 4 212 4 121). In one verb, however, the allo
morph -u occurs after suffix 211 and varies freely with 
-e: ak-’̂ -u ̂  aku-'ls-e 'listenl'

The allomorph occurs after suffix 211 in three 
class I-B verbs: ne-' s-(̂  'sayI' (VS 4 211 4 121); ^e-' s-((
'seel' (VS 4 211 4 121), and vre-'s-d 'findI' (VS 4 211 4 
4 121). Moreover, in two class I-B verbs it alternates 
freely with -a: be-*s-<^^  emb-'(^-a 'get ini' (VS 4 211 4
4 3 2 1); vye-'s-C(^  ew-*(^-a (VS 4 211 4 321 ).

The allomorph -a occurs after stems of verbs be
longing to all classes except class III.^^ The allomorph 
-e occurs elsewhere. Examples : iniret-'#-a 'serve I'

(II: VS 4 211 4 121), kliromom-'*-# 'inheritI' (II:
VS 4 211 4 121); anev-'rf-a 'climb upl'(I: VS 4 211 4 121);
kit-’#.a 'lookl' (IV: VS 4 211 4 121); yir-ep-'Is-e 'askl'

2&The verbs in which the allomorph -a occurs are
the following: Class I: anevèno 'I climb', beno 'I enter',
katey&no 'I go down', sonèno 'I keep quiet', (in this verb 
-a alternates freely with -e: s&na^^s&nase), vréno 'I go
out', sfir6 'I whistle', tréxo ' i  run'; Class II: all verbs
of this class; Class IV: kit&zo 'I look', maSizo 'I pluck';
Class V: èrxome 'I come'.
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(I: vs 4 211 4 321); skundi-«3s-e 'pushl* (II: VS 4 211 4

4 321); filar-» 3#-e 'kecpl* (IV: VS 4 201 4 321); yin-#-*
’become I* (V: VS 4 211 4 321).

4.34: Allostems. The definitions given in Chapter
4 for grouping verbs into classes do not account for the 
allostems that might occur; for example, the knowledge that 
a certain verb belongs to class I-B rather than class II 
does not indicate the different forms that the stem of this 
verb may have. It has been decided, therefore, to divide 
each class into "types," according to the different shapes 
a given stem may have. Type. then, refers to a grouping 
of stems on the basis of similar alloraorphic alternations, 
while class refers to a grouping of stems on the basis of 
similar selection of suffix allomorphs.

The distribution of the stem variants of each type 
for the most part is given in terms of suffix class 2 0 0 , 
and when relevant, in terms of classes 200 plus 300. The 
following is a description of the different types of stem 
variants occurring within each verb class. Unless other
wise stated, the allostems are listed in parentheses in or
der of occurrence before the members of suffix class 2 0 0 ;
i.e., first allostem before suffix 2 0 1 , second before sub
class 2 1 1, third before subclass 2 1 2, and fourth before sub
class 221. A dash indicates that the allostem does not 
occur before that particular suffix. The stem variants 
occurring as a result of the conditioning stated under pho- 
nologically conditioned alternations are neither grouped 
into types nor, whenever possible, listed for class I verbs
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only.
I. Class I

Two general statements can be made regarding the stem 
variants of the stem types belonging to class I ;
1. Single-vowel stems have augmented allomorphs 

beginning with /e/ before margins containing 
only one vowel; multi-vowel stems never do. 
Examples» trex-*#-o *I run», past tensei 
etrek-» 3s-e »he ran»; plen-»#-o » I wash*, past 
tense: eplin-» 3#-e »he washed » ; xorev-» #-o » I 
dance», past tense: xorep-»3s-a » I danced».

2. A stem ending in a vowel has a freely varying 
form ending in /y/ before 201 + 3II-I6 , the 
active imperfective past tense. Examples : 
aku-’Of-o » I hear», past tense: aku-» 3#-a
^  »kuy-'3#-a » I was hearing»; fte-»#-o » I am at 
fault*, past tense: efte-» 3#-a ̂  eftev-» 3#-a » I 
was at fault».

In the following description of the stem types of 
class I-A and I-B, /e/ emd /y/ allostems shall not 
be further listed.

II. Class I-A
Stems of class I-A always have the same allostems 
occurring before suffixes 201 and 221 and at least 
one other different allostem occurring either before 
suffix 211 or 212. A maximum of two allostems, there
fore, shall be listed for stems belonging to this 
subclass: one occurring before suffix 211 and the
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other before suffix 212. Verbs of each type are listed 
in the form containing suffix 2 0 1.
Typ.î,,.i

A stem ending in /z/ before suffixes 201 and 221 has 
allostems ending in /k/ and /x/ before suffixes 211 

and 212. Examples: angiz-»#-o ’1 touch* (VS 4 201 4

4 301), angik-» 3s-a 'I touched* (VS 4 211 4 311), 
angix-* 3tik-a ' I was touched* (VS 4 212 4 3H).
The verbs belonging to this type are:
al4zo *1 change* (alak, alax), anestenAzo *1 sigh*
(anestenak, __), angizo ’I touch* (angik, angix),
ar&zo *1 land* (arak, ), arn&zo *1 grab* (arpak,
arpax), iist&zo '1 hesitate* (Jistak, — ), jdatazo 
* I order* (Sjatak, Sjatax), fo n k zo *1 call* (fonak,
-— ), fr&zo * I seal* (frak, frax), kit&zo *1 watch* 
(kitak, kitax), nist&zo * I am sleepy* (nistak, — )T^ 
pezo * I play* (pek, pex), pIzo *1 thicken* (pik, 
pix), pirazo * I bother* (pirak, pirax), sf&zo * I 
slaughter* (sfak, sfax), efirlzo * I whistle* (sfirik, 
sfirix), tazo *1 promise* (tak^tax), trlzo *1

grind* (trik, __), trom&zo *1 frighten* (tromak,
tromax), tsuzi * it burns* (tsuk, — ), vulj&zo * I 
sink* (vuljak, vuljax).

Type g
The stem has one form ending in /r/ before suffixes 
201 4 3 0 0, another ending in /iz/ before suffixes

^^The stem nistak- varies freely with nista-.
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201 4 710, and a third ending in /i/ before either 
suffixes 211 4 700 and 211 4 710 in a number of 
verbs. Examples: kornar-'#-o * 1 blow the horn*
(VS 4 20 1 4 301), kornariz-* 7#-a »I was blowing the 
horn* (VS 4 201 4 711), kornari-'7s-a *1 blew the 
horn* (VS 4 211 4 711), 9a kornari-*s-o * I shall 
blow the horn* (VS 4 211 4 701).

Since these verbs do not occur in the passive 
voice, the number of allostems listed below is 
confined to three: the first before suffixes 201 4

4 700, the second occurs before 201 4 710, the third 
occurs before 211 4 710 and 211 4 700. These verbs 
are the following;
angaz&ro * I reserve* (angazar, angazariz, angazari) 
bark&ro * I embark* (barkar, barkariz, barkari) 
blofiro * I bluff* (blofar, blofariz, blofari)
Yust&ro *1 like* (yustar, yustariz, yustari) 
fum&ro * 1 smoke* (fumar, fumariz, fumari) 
korn&ro * I blow the horn* (kornar, kornariz, kornari) 
kort&ro 'I court* (kortar, kortariz, kortari) 
kumandâro * I command* (kuraandar, kumandariz, kuman- 

dari)
lustraro * I shine* (lustrar, lustrariz, lustrari) 
mand&ro *1 mend* (mandar, mandariz, mandari) 
nark&ro * I park* (parkar, parkariz, parkari) 
parliro *1 prate* (parlar, parlariz, parlari) 
pas&ro *1 pass* (pasar, pasariz, pasari) 
servlro * I serve* (servir, serviriz, serviri)
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trak&ro »I collide’ (trakar, trakariz, trakarl) 
trat&ro * I treat’ (tratar, tratariz, tratari) 
trombaro 'I pump* (trombar, trombariz, trombari) 
voltaro *1 cruise* (voltar, voltariz, voltari)

Type 3
An allostem ending in /k/ occurs before suffix 
211 in the following two verbs; 
prjzo * I swell* (prik, pris) 
ftèo * I am at fault* (ftek, __)

Type 4
In the following verbs a stem ending in either a 
consonant or a vowel before suffix 201 or 221 ends 
in /s/ before suffix 212, Examples; ksin-*#-o 
*1 scratch* (VS ♦ 201 ♦ 701), ksis-*7tIk-a *1 
scratched myself* (VS ♦ 212 ♦ 711). 
zvino * I turn off* (zviz, zvis); klIno * I shut* 
(kli, klis); kslno * I scratch* (ksi, ksis); p i&no 
* I grab* (pja, pjas); akuo * I hear* (aku, akus); 
pifto * I convince* (pi, pis); pl&@o * I mold* (pla, 
plas),

Type 5
a) A stem ending in a consonant or consonant cluster 

before suffix 201 and 220 has an allostem ending 
without this consonant or consonant cluster be
fore suffix 211 and in one case, before suffix 2 1 2. 
Example; aleA-*#-o * I grind* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 1),
0a ale-* s-o * I shall grind* (VS 4 211 4 3 0 1),
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ale-* 0 lk-e 'it was ground* (VS ♦ 212 4 701). This 
alternation takes place in the following verbs; 
alèeo *1 grind* (ale, ale); nj&Qo * I feel* (njo,
— ); D&fto *1 fall* (pe,— ); ek9&to * I reveal*
(ek@e, — ) ; inoeèto * I assume* (ipo9e, __); kata-
-9&to * I put* (kataee,  ) ; metag&to * I transfer*
(meta9e, __); prosteto * I add * (proste, __).

b) In addition to losing the consonant before suffix 
2 1 1, the following two verbs also have allostems 
which vary freely before this suffix. 
anam&to '1 make responsible*, anaee-* 7s-a ane@e- 
-* 7s-a *I made responsible; ^.1a9eto * I dispose*
^1a9e-* 7s-a S.1e9e-* 7s-a * I disposed*.

Type 6

It was previously stated that stems ending in /n/ 
lose this /n/ before the perfective morphemes j-s-j 
and ^-9ik-]. In addition to losing the /n/ before 
these morphemes, the following verbs have stems 
which have a vowel different from that which pre
ceded the /n/ before suffixes 201 and 221. Examples; 
anasten-*#-o * I resurrect* (VS 4 20 1 4 701) 
anasti-* 7s-a * I resurrected* (VS 4 211 4 711) 
anasti-* 79ik-e *he was resurrected* (VS 4 212 4 7 1 7) 
One allostem is listed since the stem of these verbs 
is the same before both of the perfective morphemes. 
The vowel alternations are as follows;
a) e/a; xorteno *1 become full* (xorta)
b) a/i; afks&no * I increase* (afksi)
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c) i/o; <$lno 'I give’ (5o)
d) e/i; amart^no 'I sin* (amarti)

arost&no * I become ill* (aiosti) 
parast^no * I mimic* (parasti)

Type 7
The stem forms occurring before suffix 221 differ 
from stem forms occurring before suffixes 201 and 
211 in both the last vowel and consonant of the 
stem form in the following two verbs; 
vizen-*#-o * I breast feed* (VS ♦ 201 ♦ 7 0 1) 
vizak-*7s-a * I breast fed* (VS 4 211 4 7 1 1) 
vizax-*7tik-a * I was breast fed* (VS 4 212 4 711) 
kle-*#-o * I cry* (VS 4 201 4 701) 
eklap-*7s-a * I cried* (VS 4 211 4 3 1 1) 
klaf-*7tik-a * I was cried for* (VS 4 212 4 3 1 1 ).

Type 8

In one verb the stem ends in a vowel before suf
fix 2 0 1, but in /f/ before suffix 2 1 1 ; 
anapne-*#-o * I inhale* (VS 4 201 4 70I) 
anapnef-* 7s-a * I inhaled* (VS 4 211 4 711).

Type 9
In one verb the stem form occurring before suffixes 
201 and 221 varies freely with a different stem 
form occurring before suffix 212. The difference 
between these two allostems lies in their last vowel. 
katastref-*#-o * I destroy* (VS 4 201 4 7 0 1) 
katastref-* 7o-me * I am destroyed* (VS 4 221 4 70I) 
katastraf-* 7ik-ar^ katastref-* 7tik-a * I was destroyed*
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(vs 4 212 4 711).
Type 10

In one verb, the stem has one form before 201 4 
4 700 and 221 4 300 and another before 201 4 710 

and 211 4 7 1 0. The difference between these two 
allostems lies in their second vowel. This verb 
has no passive past tense. 
epitrep-'#-o *I allow* (VS 4 201 4 701) 
epetrep-* 7#-a * I was allowing* (VS 4 201 4 7 1 1) 
epitrep-»7e-te * it is allowed* (VS 4 221 4 7 1 7) 
epetrep-*7s-a * I allowed* (VS 4 211 4 711).

Type 11
In the following verbs, the stem form that occurs
before 211 4 3IO varies freely with a different
stem form before 211 4 3 2 0 : 
afi-* 7s-a * I let* (VS 4 211 4 7 1 1)

afi-'s-is *you will let* (VS 4 211 4 702)
but af i-« 7s-e >-.*a-* 7s-e *letl* (VS 4 211 4 721).

The allomorph afi- may vary freely with a- 
before 211 4 3 0 5;
afi-* 7s-ete afi - * 7s-te a- * 7s-ete a-* 7s-te
'letI* (VS 4 211 4 3 0 5).

B . Class I-B
Stems belonging to class I-B have been divided 
into ten types as follows.

Type 1
a) The stem has only one form occurring before all
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four suffixes of class 200. Example: apo9arin-*#-o 
»I discourage' (VS ♦ 201 ♦ 701), apooarin-» 7#-a 
»1 discouraged* (VS ♦ 211 ♦ 711), apoQarin-*lo-me 
•I am discouraged* (VS ♦ 221 ♦ 701), apoOarin-* 79ik- 
-a *1 was discouraged* (VS ♦ 212 + 7 II),
The verbs of this type are simply listed, since 
the stem of these verbs have only one form: 
akslzo *1 am worthy*, apo9arino * I discourage*,
^iefeino *1 direct*, efkolino *1 facilitate*, elnlzo 
*1 hope*, k&no *1 make*, perimlno * I wait*, pr&pi 
* I must *.

b) The stem has one form before suffixes 201, 211, 
and 2 2 1 , and another freely varying form before 
suffix 2 1 2  in two verbs;
apomakrin- * # - 0  *1 put at a distance* (VS ♦ 201 4 
4 7 0 1 ), apomakrin-* 7#-a * I put at a distance* (VS 4 
4 211 4 7 1 1 ), apomakrin-* 7o-me *1 am being put at 
a distance* (VS 4 211 4 7 0 I ), apomakrin-* 7»ik-arw  ano- 
-makri-* 7êik-a * I was put at a distance* (VS 4 212 4 7 II); 
mol in- * # - 0  *1 infect* {MS 4 2 0 1 4 7 0 1 ), mol in-* ‘’Bl-a 
*1 infected* (VS 4 211 4 3 II), molin-*7o-me * I am 
being infected* (VS 4 221 4 3 0 I), mol in-*79ik-a '
— moli-*79ik-a *1 was infected* (VS 4 212 4 3 II).

lypg 1
The stem form occurring before suffix 211 varies 
freely with a different stem form in the present

2 8tense in one verb;

OQ̂This variation does not occur in the expanded 
form ipof&ro * I suffer*.
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fern-*#-o>»w fer-*#-o *I bring* (VS ♦ 201 4 7 0 1 ) 
efern-* "W-a * I was bringing* (VS 4 201 4 7 1 1 ) 
sfsr-* 7#-a * I brought* (VS 4 211 4 7 1 1) 
fern-* 7 o - m e ^  fsr-* 7o-ms * I conduct myself* (VS 4 

4 221 4 7 0 1 )
Ter-*7eik-a *1 conducted myself* (vs 4 2 1 2 4 7 1 1 ), 

Type A

The stem form occurring in the present tense varies 
freely in the past with a different stem form 
occurring only in the past tense in the following 
four verbs:

*aflval-*f-o *1 doubt* (VS 4 201 4 7 0 I). amfival-* 
^amfeval-*7#-a »I doubted* (VS 4 201/211 4 3 1 1 )

2) anaval-*#-o *1 postpone* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 1 ) 
anaval-*7tf-a aneval-* 7tf-a * I postponed*

(VS 4 201/211 4 3 1 1 ) 
anaval-*7e-te * it is being postponed* (VS 4 
4 2 2 1 4 7 0 7 )

3 ) apoval-*#-o * I eipell* (VS 4 201 4 7 0 I) 
apoval-* 7#-a aneval-' 7(̂ -a * I expelled*

(VS 4 201/211 4 7 1 1 ) 
apoval-*7e-te *he is being expelled* (VS 4 

4 2 2 1 4 7 0 3 ).
4) epimen-*#-o * I insist* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 1 ) 

epimen-*7B(-a^ epemen-* 7C(-a * I insisted*
(VS 4 201/211 4 3 1 1 ).

Type ^
The stem has the same form before suffix 201 and
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221 and a different one before suffix 211. The 
difference is in the last vowel of the stems; there
fore, the verbs of this type are grouped according 
to the difference in vowel alternation. Whenever 
a stem occurs before suffix 2 1 2 , it has the same 
form that occurs before suffix 211. Example : 
xondrea-*#-e * I become fat' (VS * 201 + TOI)# xon- 
dren-* 7#-a * 1 was becoming fat' (VS ♦ 201 ♦ 311)# 
xondr in-* 7#-a * I became fat* (VS ♦ 201 ♦ 311)* The 
following are the verbs of type 5 # according to 
vowel alternation:
1 ) e/i; akriveno *1 make expensive* (akriven,

akrivin, __)
far^lno *1 widen* (farjen, farSin, — ,

— )
f&vYO *1 leave* (fevy# fir,^^ — # — ) 
ftox&no *1 become poor* (ftoxen, ftoxin,

■■ , —  )
kond&no * I shorten* (konden, kondin, — , 

konden)
makr^no *1 lengthen* (makren, makrin,

— , makren)
m^no * 1 stay* (men, min, __,  )
omorfèno *1 beautify* (omorfen, omorfin,

nax&no * I become fat* (paxen, paxin, — ,

^^The allomorph fir- alternates freely with f^- 
before suffix 3 2 1 (-e).
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plèno »I wash* (plen, pi in, pli, plen) 
plut&no ’I become rich' (pluten, pint in,

varèno 'I become heavy' (varen, varin,

xondreno » I become fat' (xondren, xondrin,

2) In addition to the vowel alternation e/i, the 
stems of the following three verbs loose their 
final consonant before suffix 2 1 1 ;
parage In-*(1 -0 ' I order* (VS ♦ 201 4 701) 
paragil-* 3#-a * I ordered* (VS 4 211 4 311) 
sern-*#-o * I drag* (VS 4 201 4 30I) 
esir-* 7#-a * I dragged* (VS 4 211 4 3II) 
sern-*7o-me * I am dragging myself* (VS 4 221 4

♦ 3 0 1)
sir-*78ik-a * I dragged myself* (VS 4 212 4 3 1 1) 
8teln-*#-o * I send* (VS 4 201 4 30I) 
estil-*7#-a * I sent* (VS 4 211 4 3II) 
stein-*3o-me * I am sent* (VS 4 221 4 3 0 1)

3) e/a: anas&no * I breathe* (anasen, anasan,

rlik&no * I sweeten* (yliken, ylikan, 
ylika, ylika) 

zest&no * I warm* (zesten, zesta, zesta, 
zesten)

kser&no * I dry* (kseren, kseran, ksera, 
kseren)
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kutsèno ’I limp’ (kiitsen, kutsan, kuisa, — ) 
mikr&no *1 make small* (mikren, mikran,

pcQéno *1 die* (peOen, pedan, __, pe@en)
plkrAno * I make bitter’ (pikren, pikran, 

pikra, pikren) 
treléno *1 madden* (trelen, trelan, trela, 

trelen)
4) In addition to the vowel alternation e/a, the 

stems of the following two verbs lose their 
final consonant before suffix 2 1 1.
Y&ern-*d-o * I skin* (VS 4 201 ♦ 3 0 1) 
evGar-'ld-a *1 skinned* (VS 4 211 4 3II) 
pseln-*#-o * I chant* (VS 4 201 4 3 0I) 
epsal-*7#-a * I chanted* (VS 4 211 4 311)

Type 6

In the following verbs, one stem form occurs before 
suffixes 201 and 2 2 1 , another before suffix 2 1 1 , 
and still another before suffix 2 1 2.
Sern-»#-o * I hit* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 1) 
e&ir-*3d-a * I hit* (VS 4 211 4 3II)
&rn-* 3o-me * I am being hit* (VS 4 221 4 30I) 
far-*39ik-a * I was hit* (VS 4 212 4 3II) 
spern-*#-o * I sow* (VS 4 201 4 3 0O  

espir-* 3#-a * I sowed* (VS 4 211 4 3II) 
spar-*39ik-a * I was sowed* (VS 4 212 4 311)*

ÎÏES-Z
In the following verb the stem has one form begin-
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-ning with /i/ before 201 ♦ 3IO and 211 4 310, and 
another form not beginning with /i/ elsewhere; 
kser-'#-o *1 know' (VS 4 201 4 7 0 1) 

ikser-'3#-a *1 knew' (VS 4 201/211 4 3II).
IXES-8

In one verb, the stem form that occurs before suf
fixes 2 0 1, 2 1 2, and 221 alternates with a differ
ent form that occurs before suffix 2 1 2. 
vrex-'#-o 'I wet'
evrek-'3s-a 'I wet' (VS 4 211 4 311) 
vrex-* 3o-me *1 am being wet' (VS 4 221 4 3II) 
vrax-* 3ik-a*^ vrex-'3tik-a 'I was wet* (VS 4 212 4 
4 311).

Type 9
A stem ending in /z/ before suffix 201 has an allo
stem ending in /l/ before suffix 211 in two verbs: 
vaz-'#-o *1 put* (vs 4 201 4 3 0 1) 
eval-* 3#-a * I put* (VS 4 211 4 311) 
vvaz-*#-0 * I take off* (VS 4 201 4 30I) 
ewal-* 3#-a * I took off* (VS 4 211 4 3II)

Type 10
In a number of verbs, a stem ending in /en/ or 
/ern/ before suffix 201 has an allostem ending with
out /en/ or /ern/ before suffix 211. Example: 
tixen-*#-i * it happens* (VS 4 201 4 3 0I), tixen-* 3#-e 
* it was happening* (VS 4 201 4 3II); etix-*3#-e * it 
happened* (VS 4 211 4 3II). The verbs of this type 
are the following:
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angazerno *1 reserve' (angazern, angazar, — , — ) 
barkèrno 'I embark* (barkern, barkar, — ,— ) 
blof&rno * I bluff* (blofern, blofar, —  — )
Yustèrno * I like* (yustern, yustar, — , — ) 
fum&rno *1 smoke* (fumern, fumar, — , — )
kumandérno *1 command* (kuraandern, kuraandar, ____    )
lav&no * I receive* (laven, lav, — , — ) 
luetr&rno * I shine* (lustrern, lustrar, —  — )
mae&no * I learn* (maOen, mad, __  mae)
naeèno * I suffer* (paden, pa9, — , — ) 
parkèrno *1 park* (parkern, parkar, — , — )
pasèrno *1 pass* (pasern, pasar, __,  )
tixeno * it happens* (tixen, tix, — , — ) 
trak&rno * I collide* (trakern, trakar, — , — ) 
trat&rno * I treat* (tratern, tratar, — , — ) 
trob&rno * I pump* (trobern, trobar, — , — ) 
volt&rno * I cruise* (voltern, voltar, — , — )

Every stem ending in /ern/ has already been listed 
in class I-A, type 2, as a stem ending in /r/; for 
example, bark&rno *1 embark* appears in class I-A, 
type 2, as barkiro. This dual listing can best be 
justified on the basis of the following argument.
The perfective past of barki.ro is barkari-* 3s-a and 
that of the verb bark&rno is barkar-* 3#-a. Now, 
either the stems barkari-. barkar- are different and 
therefore the suffixes -*3 s-, -*3#- are the same, or 
the stems are the same and therefore the suffixes are 
different. Since suffixes -*3s- and -*3#“ have already
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been assigned as allomorphs of the same active per
fective morpheme (each allomorph characteriz
ing a particular subclass of class 1), it follows 
that the stems barkari- . barkar- must be considered 
different. This situation is similar to brothers 
and brethren in English, where the decision to con
sider -8 and -n allomorphs of the plural morpheme 
’̂ -sj is followed by the decision that brother- and 
brethre- are different stems, despite the similarity 
in meaning.

C. Irregular Class I Stems
The following is a list of class I verbs, the stem 
variants of which cannot be described in any simple 
manner. In listing the allostems, the abbrevia
tions given in Table 3 are used. Allostems be
ginning with /e/ are again not listed. An asterisk 
before a verb indicates that the stem variant never 
begins with /e/ before 211 + 3 2 1 0 and sometimes 
before 201 ♦ 310. The stem forms that are not 
listed do not occur. 

anevèno * I climb' AIN = aneven
AlP = aneven 
APP = anevik 
APF = anev 
All = aneven 
AIP = anev 

*bèno *1 enter* AIN = ben
AIP = ben
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APP = bik
APF = b
AIT = ben
API = emb"^be

*4x0 * I have * AIN = ex
AIP = ix
APP = ix
All = ex

*ili2 ' 1 want' AIN = eel
AIP = i@el
APP = ioel

katevéno * I go down* AIN = kateven
AIP = kateven

keo '1 burn*

*léo * 1 say*

APP
APF
All
API

katevik
katev
kateven
katev

AIK = ke
AIP = ke ^  key
APP = kap
APF = kap
All = ke ̂  key
API = kap
AIN = le
AIP = le ley
APP = ip
APF = p
All = ley

PIN 
PIP 
PPP 
PPF = 
PPI

ke 
ke 
ka 

= ka 
kap

PIN = ley 
PIP = ley
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*l4o ’I say’ 
*p4rno •1 take•

*DlY&no •1 go'

'plno •1 drink*

simvini * it happens*

copèno * 1 quiet*

API = pe
AIN = pern PIN = pern
AIP = pern PPP = par
APP = pir PPF = par
APF = par
All = pern
API = par
AIN = piyen^x^pa
AIP = piyen
APP = piy
APF = pa
All = piyen
API - am ^  ad(in sg.)
AIN = pin PIN = pin
AIP = pin
APP = ipj
APF = pj
AI I = pin
API = pj
AIN = simven
AIP = 8 ineven
APP = sinevik
APF = sirav
AIN = sopen
AIP = sopen
APP = sopa
APF = sopa
AIP = sopen
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sopèno •I quiet' 
tr&o '1 eat'

23cill2 ' 1 out

vl&DO '1 see'

*vrisko '1 find'

API = sop sopa
AIN = tro PIN = troy
AIP = tro troy PIP = troy
APP = fay PPP = fayo
APF = fay PPF = fayo
All - tro PPI = fayo
API = fa
AIN = vyen
AIP = vyen
APP = vyik
APF = vy
All = vyen
API = evy /-S»vye
AIN = vlep PIN = vlep
AIP = vlep PIP = vlep
APP = iS
APF = 5
AII = vlep
AP I = (Se
AIN = vrisk PIN = vrisk
AIP = vrisk PIP = vrisk
APP = vrik PPP = vre
APF = vr PPF = vre
AI I = vrisk
API = vre

II, Class II
With the exception of eleven verbs, the allostems of
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the class II verbs are determined by class member
ship; i.e., allostems of class II verbs end in a 
consonant before suffixes 201 and 221, in either ^ 
or e before suffix 211, and the same vowel before 
suffix 212, or in a before suffix 211, and a^ before 
suffix 212.

The eleven exceptions are unlike the rest of 
class II in that before suffix 211, the allostem ends 
in ^  or ik, before suffix 212 the allostem (if it 
occurs) ends in or and before any other member 
of suffix class 200, the allostem ends like any other 
allostem of a verb of class II; for example, net-#*-o 
•1 throw* (VS 4 201 4 3 0 1), net-6s-a * I was throw
ing* (VS 4 201 4 3 11), netak-* 3s-a * I threw* (VS 4 

4 211 4 3 1 1), pet-.1e-me * I am being thrown* (VS 4 

4 221 4 3 0 1), netax-* 3tik-a *1 was thrown* (VS 4 212 4 

4 3 1 1).
The eleven verbs are grouped into one type with 

two divisions based on the stem vowel. Two allostems 
are listed; the first occurs before suffix 211 and 
the second, before suffix 212. A dash indicates that 
the allostem does not occur.
1) ik/ix;

fis& * I blow* (fisik, __) ; zulo * I squeeze* (zulik,
— ) ;  v i S o  * I jump* (pi4»ik, — ) ; rufo * I sip*
(rufik, — ); skund& 'I push* (skundik, — ); %rav& 
(travik, travix); vast& * I hold* (vastik, vastix);
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vut& *I dip» (vutik, vut ix vut i) ; vrond& ' 1 
knock* (vrond ik ̂  vrondi, — ).

2 ) ak/a%:
petè * I throw* (petak, petax); filao *1 watch* 
(filak, filax) [The stem of this verb has an allo
stem filmy- before suffix 2 2 1 .]

111. Class 111
The majority of verbs belonging to this class have 
stems with one form before suffix 221 and another 
before 212. The allostems occurring before suffix 
2 1 2, however, are phonologically conditioned and 
therefore there is no need to list such forms. The 
remaining verbs belonging to this class have been 
divided into two types as follows;
Type 1

In the following verb, the stem has only one form 
occurring before the different subclasses of suffix 
class 200; estanome * I feel*.

Type 2
In a number of verbs, the stem has one form occur
ring before suffix 212 and a different form occur
ring before suffix 221. Example: dren-* 3o-me * I
am shy* (VS ♦ 221 ♦ *501), dran-*3ik-a *1 was ash
amed* (VS 4 212 4 311), §ja drap-#-o *1 shall be 
ashamed * (VS 4 212 4 391)* The first allostem that 
appears inrniedlately after the first parenthesis 
occurs before suffix 2 2 1 , the second before suffix
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212. Type 2 verbs of class ill are the following: 
arnièroe *I refuse* (arn, arni) 
efxome 'I wish* (efx, efxl) 
fovume * 1 fear* (fov, fovi)
9 imume *1 remember * (aim, 9imi) 
kim&me *1 sleep* (klm, kimi)
1 ipfcne *1 regret* (lip, lipi)
prosefxome *1 pray* (prosefx, prosefxi)
sineno&me *1 communicate* (sineno, sinenoi)
stavrokop.l4me ' I cross myself* (stavrokop, stavrokopi)
xazmuri^me *1 yawn* (xazmur, xazrauri)
katar.l4me * 1 curse* (katar, kataras)
s&vome * I respect* (sev, sevas)
in&sxome *1 promise* (ipos, iposxe)
parapon.leme * I complain* (parapon, parapone)
var.l4me * 1 am lazy* (var, vare)
drèpome *1 am shy, embarassed* (drep, drap)
fenome *1 appear* (fen, fan)
x&rome * I am glad * (xer, xar)
sixènome * I dislike* (sixen, sixa)
stekome * 1 stand* (stek, sta)

IV. Class IV
The allostems of the five verbs belonging to this 
class can best be described by a list. The arrange
ment of the allostems is the same as that made for 
irregular class I verbs.
kit&zo *1 look* AIN = kitaz'^kit PIN = kitaz
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kitazo * 1 1ook*

maJlzo ‘1 pluck'

skàzo 'I burst*

spazo * I break*

AlP % kitaz 'O kit PIP kitaz
APP = kitak PPP kitax
APF kitak PPF * kitax
All kitaz kit PPl = kitak
API kitak
AIN = maSiz maS PIN — maSiz
AlP r .̂ iz mai PIP ma<Tiz
APP — maSi PPP rr ma&is
APF — maS i PPF z: maJis
All maXiz /-w maJ
AlP — ma&i
AIN — skaz ̂  sk
AlP — skaz
APP — ska
APF ska
API — ska
AIN — spaz ̂  sp PIN — spaz
AlP % spaz ̂  sp PIP spaz
APP — spa PPP = spas
APF — spa PPF rr spas
All = spaz ~  sp PPl cr spa
API spa

V. Class V
The verbs belonging to this class are vinome * 1 be
come*, 4rxoae * I come*, and k&@ome *1 sit*.

The stem of vinome has one form (erin-) which 
occurs only before 211 * 110, and a second form (yin-)
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which occurs elsewhere. The allomorph eyin- is pho
nological ly conditioned — it occurs only before mar
gins consisting of a single vowel— and varies freely 
with the allostera yin-. Examples: yin-*lo-me * I be
come* (VS 4- 221 ♦ 101) , Yin-* lo-muna *1 was becoming*
(VS ♦ 221 ♦ 111), yin-* lik-a ̂  eyin-* l((-a *1 became*
(VS y 212 y 111) (VS + 211 y 111), yin-* lik-amg.
^  yin-* K^-ame *we became* (VS y 212 y 114) (VS y
y 211 y 114).

The allostems of k&@ome can best be described
by a list:
k&Qome *1 sit* PIN = ka*

PIP = kae
APP = kae i —  kat ekat^® 
APF = kae i ̂  kat 
API = kaei kat 

The allostems of erxome can best be described 
by a list:
èrxome * I come* PIN = erx

PIP = erx 
APP = ire 
APF = re 
API = el

1 .4 0 : The verb * to be*. The preceding description
of the verb construction in Modern Greek does not apply to

30The allostera ekat- occurs only before 211 y 110 
and is phonologically conditioned: it occurs only before
margins containing a single vowel.
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the verb ime 'I am», for the morphology of this verb is unique, 
as can be seen from its paradigm:

Active Non-past Tense Active Past Tense
Ime Imuna
1se i suna
Ine itane
imaste Imaste
iste Isaste
ine itane

Therefore, the verb 'to be* must be considered a separate 
class, class Vi, with the following morphemic segmentation:^!

a) base: /i/ 'existence*
b) Active imperfective suffix: 201 (-*U^-)
c) Tense suffixes:

1) Non-past Tense
Sg 1 -me PI 1 -maste

2 -se 2 -ste
3 -ne 3 -ne

2) Past Tense
Sg 1 -ffluna PI 1 -maste

2 -suna 2 -saste
3 -tane 3 -tane

This segmentation increases the alloraorphic inventory of 
suffix subclasses 300 and 310 by three allomorphs (-ne 'third 
person singular, non-past tense*, -ne 'third person plural.

3 Any segmentation other than that given is con
sidered impossible, since it would result in a contradic
tion of the principle of non-contrastive distribution.
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non-past tense', -tane 'third person plural, past tense'), 
and characterizes the verb 'to be' as the only verb in this 
language in which the allomorphs -me, -se, -te, etc. can 
be added to suffix 201.



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS

6.10: Phonology.
1. a) There are five vowels in Modern Greek:

/ i,u,e,o,a/.
h) The high vowels /i/ and /u/ in unstressed posi

tion and in voiceless surroundings may have 
voiceless allophones, [I] and [U], which are in 
free variation with their voiced counterparts.

2. a) There are nineteen consonant phonemes in Modern
Greek:
/p,t,k,b,d,g,f,0 ,x,v,&,y,8 ,z,l,r,m,n,j/.

b) Every palatalized non-vocoid is interpreted as a 
consonant plus a palatalizing phoneme / j/.

c) The affricate clusters [ts] and [dz] have been
phonemically interpreted as a sequence of two
consonants: /ts/ and /dz/.

3. There is one stress phoneme in Modern Greek: /'/•

6.20; Verb Morphology.
1. The verb in Modern Greek is composed of a stem and a 

margin. The stem consists of a base (or less fre
quently, of two bases) or a base plus affixes (a 
prefix and/or a stem formative suffix). The margin

99
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consists of two groups of obligatory suffixes called 
(1 ) VOice-and-aspect markers, and (2 ) tense-or-raood 
markers, which also indicate person and number.

2. There are two aspects— perfective and imperfective--, 
two morphologically marked tenses--non-past and 
past--, two numbers--singular and plural--, and three 
persons— first, second, aiwl third--in Modern Greek.

1. The verbs in Modern Greek have been divided into
six classes and twenty-four types. Class refers to 
a grouping of stems on the basis of similar selection 
of suffix allomorphs, while type refers to a group
ing of stems on the basis of similar alloraorphic al
ternation.

4. Stress is considered an integral component of the 
allomorphs of the voice-and-aspect suffixes.
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